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Message From 
The  P res ident

On Monday, 30th September, 1940, at 4.40 pm, during
afternoon school, Sherborne was heavily raided by a force
of some 150 German planes which, turned away from
Yeovil by fighters, dropped several hundred bombs, about
sixty tons, in a straight line from Lenthay to Crackmore. At
least three bombs fell in the Courts but miraculously, there
were no casualties and the Luftwaffe never returned.
However some of those who had experienced that attack,
together with many who were already fighting the war,
returned to the School on Sunday 8th May 2005. This was
a memorable day with a fine, dignified Chapel Service

followed by lunch and
much talk and many
memories.

That was just one of
the many meetings
organized by John
Harden over the year.  I
hope that all who
have come to these
gatherings have enjoyed
them to the full.  At the

same time, I am conscious of those who prefer to return by
themselves to the place, rather than the School.  Sherborne
remains as mellow and distinctive as ever with an
atmosphere that rubs into the spinal column of the
majority of its alumni, though such a realisation may take
years to surface.  Should such aesthetic feelings tempt some
to turn off the A30 or A303, they will be pleased to see the
new addition to the Upper Pavilion, to which many of you
have contributed, and how the Big School Room has been
transformed by that distinguished architect, Robert
Maguire.  And it is good news that he is now working on
plans for the Old School Room.

As ever, the Society owes so much to our Chairman, Hugh
Archer, his Committee and to our Secretary John Harden.
John has generated magnums of goodwill for the School
with the result that day-to-day business grows at an
exponential rate.  Sadly, Richard Gould, who worked so
closely with John and the OSS, has retired from marketing
the School, where he has played as pivotal and successful a
part, as he had done in so many Sherborne cricket teams.
Thank goodness Janey Goddard has now been able to join
the team on a full-time basis as John’s assistant.  It was also
a pleasure to recognise the Head of the Foundation,
Adrian Ballard’s contribution to the School by electing him
to Honorary Membership of the Society.  

Only one event has gone sorely wrong when the Media
Lunch was arranged at The Groucho for 7th July.  Many of
us set out but, on this occasion, the bombs exploded
during morning school and London shut down.  Most of
us were turned back but John fought through to
Waterloo, walked to The Groucho and there provided
drinks for several OS who worked in the locality.  Not
even bombs . . .

Richard Morgan (d 53-58)

T
From The Chairman

The large number of OSS gatherings, both in the UK and abroad, has
helped one of the most important objectives of the Society to be
achieved; namely that OS are more easily able to keep in touch with
each other and also with the School. I am delighted that an increasing
number of OS of all ages are supporting the excellent events being
organized for them.

The appointment of Janey Goddard as full-time assistant to
John Harden has proved invaluable. The increased volume of
correspondence, the many telephone calls, all OS questions and
queries, are now being dealt with quickly and effectively, which
allows more time to be spent on the many initiatives which have
recently been launched – the proposed university visits to see young
OS and the career
mentoring, to name
but two. The website
is now well worth
visiting and is a credit
to both John and
Janey.

I would like to thank the Governors, the Headmaster and the School
for their continued support, and of course, the Committee for all
their time and contributions.  Lastly, my thanks go to John Harden,
our Secretary, who coordinates everything with calmness,
enthusiasm and good humour.

Hugh Archer (c & m 61-66)
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From The
Headmaster

Life at Sherborne continues to be as busy and
varied as ever and for many of us it can be
difficult to look beyond our valley, folded so
beautifully into the North Dorset hills.

There is pressure from many angles to achieve
maximum success, to improve our examination
results year on year, to produce tip-top
standards in all that we do, and these high
expectations are crucial motivators and
encouragers.  All the more important, then, in
seeking to provide the best possible education at
Sherborne that we should not see ourselves in
isolation.  

We seek to prepare Shirburnians for what lies
ahead of them in the increasingly fluid world of
Higher Education and the workplace, and we try
to open as many doors as possible.  One of the
most worthwhile examples of this is the Lower
Sixth travel grant awards which give a number of
boys the chance to plan and execute
independent expeditions during their
penultimate year at school.  Among several
excellent ones in 2005 was an intrepid journey
down the Nile and progress through Eastern
Europe finishing with several weeks of voluntary
work in an orphanage in Romania.

As a school we are conscious of being part of an
independent sector in the grip of increasing
pressure from regulation, costs, commercial
entrants and government investment in the
state sector.  It is time for schools like Sherborne
to make more of our many achievements and
strengths.  We could, I think, present ourselves
more effectively so that the public perception of
independent schools in general is improved and
properly informed.  At the very least, it would be
good to demonstrate the extraordinary
contribution of so many independently educated
people to the arts, sport, business, the
professions and public service.  Sherborne will
continue to do its bit as we welcome, in January,
Dr Andrew Cunningham as our new Marketing
Director in succession to Mr Richard Gould, who
left in the summer after eight hugely significant
years of taking Sherborne forward into the 21st
century.

We are as keen as ever to be involved in the
local community of Sherborne, as shown during
the Abbey celebrations of this past summer of
2005.  Several members of staff are closely
involved in town activities and we are opening
our doors more often to visitors these days.

Needless to say, we are always happy to see Old
Shirburnians who wish to return to the scene of
their schooldays.  There are many gatherings and
opportunities on offer every year and details can
be found elsewhere in this Record, but do let us
know if you wish to visit at any other time. 

Simon Eliot – Headmaster
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John Harden (g 66-70)

I
I would firstly like to welcome all our newest members, the 2005 leavers into
the OSS fold. I am pleased to be able to use the word ‘all’ literally, as, for the
second year in succession, we have enjoyed a 100% take up on membership
from the leaving generation.  I hope that this proves to be a lasting indicator
that membership of the OSS provides truly useful benefits to Shirburnians
leaving the School whether it be in social, business or sporting terms.  I do
hope that as many as possible of the class of 2005 will take advantage of their
membership. I would especially like to draw their attention to the careers
network support that has, in its initial year, already been able to assist
many OS. 

2005 has been a positive year for the Society.  We are in
touch with a greater number of Old Shirburnians than ever
and seeing new faces at so many events is one of the most
gratifying aspects of my rôle.  Overall attendance at OS
events has been 6% up on 2004. The 2005 events are
written up on later pages in this Record and I hope that
some flavour of the fun that we enjoyed comes across in
these reports. The 2006 calendar is mostly in place – please
make a note in your diaries of any events that may interest
you. We have tried to make the calendar as diverse as
possible so that there are gatherings to suit all.  If you have

not been to an OS event recently, or indeed at all, please give it a try – you are
guaranteed a very warm welcome!  

It was with great relief that we received so much encouraging feedback
regarding the changed format of the 2004 OS Record. Moving away from a tried
and tested format was a necessary and, perhaps, bold decision but, except for
a tiny minority, Old Shirburnians appeared to enjoy the new and more
colourful edition. I thank all OS who wrote in with constructive ideas
on how the content could be improved and I hope that, in this 109th
Annual Record, you
see your suggestions
implemented.

I look forward with great relish to 2006. Due to the generosity of the
Governors and the School, the Old Shirburnian Society has, since September
2005, been fortunate to secure the assistance of Janey Goddard on a full-time
basis. This additional help is going to prove hugely beneficial in increasing the
activity within the Society. This is already being felt with the 2006 OSS calendar
of events being fuller than ever, not to mention the fact that production of the
109th Annual Record is on schedule as I write! We shall also be able to
implement a roster of university visits which will enable us to keep in touch
with the younger end of the OS spectrum.  We aim to expand and improve
the OS Careers Network, which in 2005 helped many younger OS onto the
first steps of a careers ladder that seems to be increasingly difficult to scale.
The OS website continued to develop in 2005, however we are still striving for
further improvement.     

No year passes without a little rain falling and 2005 has proved no exception.
Our lives in our little office block have become sadder, if albeit quieter, since
Richard Gould, the School’s effervescent Marketing Director since 1998, moved
on to work in Oxford at the end of the School year.  Apart from the kindness
that I received from Richard when I first took over in 2003, I benefited to a
huge extent from his perceptive insight into so many issues that would,
without doubt, have passed straight over my head.  I had had no previous
experience of working within a school system but Richard somehow managed
to help me understand all the machinations. Most of all I miss the infectious fun
that he brought to our work together.  On a brighter note, I very much look
forward to working with his successor, Dr Andrew Cunningham, whom I know
will bring continuity to the rôle as well as new initiatives of his own. Apart from
Richard, the Society, and especially its Secretary, continue to be indebted for
the tremendous help that it receives from Richard Morgan, our ever-
enthusiastic President, Hugh Archer, our Chairman and Mike Rearden who, in
his rôle as Honorary Treasurer, has done so much unsung work on our behalf.
We continue to enjoy our working relationship with, and the help that we
receive from, the Sherborne School Foundation, run by Adrian Ballard and
Stephanie Sanchez de Muniain.  Last, and certainly not least, my heartfelt thanks
go to Janey – I am certain that your Secretary would cease to function
altogether without her assistance. 

S e c r e t a r y ’ s
L e t t e r
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Music
The highlight of the musical
year was the performance of
Verdi’s Requiem in the Abbey
in February. The massed choir
of some 215 voices, which
necessitated the design and
building of an extended
platform structure above the
choir stalls, performed to a
packed and appreciative audience.

A Concerto Orchestral Concert at Commem celebrated the considerable talents
of David Park (b 00-05) (piano) and Keith Tse (e 00-05) (violin), and a concert in
St John’s Smith Square in March produced a showcase performance for Nicholas
Arden (m 00-05) (horn).  The Concerto performance by Edward Lyon (b 00-05)
(‘cello) in the Michaelmas Term, under Robin Nelson’s directorship, was
considered to have been excellent and an ABRSM Diploma on the ‘cello was
achieved in February by this talented young player.

The Edward Lyon, Keith Tse and David Park trio reached the semi-finals of the
National Chamber Music Competition. Sherborne School’s strings players took
part in a successful String Workshop at St Antony’s, Leweston with the
combined Schools’ Strings and coaching from a professional quartet from
London.  The Chamber Orchestra performed a number of outside concerts in
local venues and performed in the series of chamber music concerts which took
place in the Chapel during Commem.

The Swing and Jazz Bands have
been extremely active. The
Senior Jazz Band performed for a
Rotary Club event at the Digby
Hall, the Leavers’ Balls for both
the School and the Girls’ School,
and two long sets at the Jazz Café
during Commem. The Jazz
Café at Commem included
performances given by forty-
three different boys across all
ages, playing twenty-eight musical
items lasting a total of 91/2hours!   

The Summer Music Tour in August was to Tuscany with the joint choirs of the
School and St Antony’s, Leweston.  Four concerts were performed and
extremely well received by encouragingly large audiences in Pisa, San Gimignano,
Florence and Montecatini Terme. The Choir Tour was immensely enjoyed by all
involved and it is hoped that there will be mini-tours in the interim years before
it is once again the turn of the Choir.  This year’s tour will be for the combined
Symphony Orchestra, again being organized by the School Music Department.

A new initiative has involved the appointment of three Choral Scholars and an
Organ Scholar as part of a three-way partnership with Sherborne Abbey and
Sherborne Preparatory School.  Leon Chisholm (from Canada) is a post-graduate;
Alex Cooke (from Trinity College, London) is a post-graduate tenor; Max Jones
and Andrew Blythman are both in their gap years following straight As in their
A Level courses. All four Scholars have varying duties in the three establishments
and are attached to different departments and areas of the schools during the
working day. Their contributions to the choral music in the Abbey, both for the
School and for the Abbey itself, have already been much enjoyed and remarked
upon.

James Henderson (m 79-84)

T h e  S c h o o l  Y e a r
i n  R e t r o s p e c t

R
Art
Reaching the humid and globally warmed phase
of the year I know it is time to compose
accounts for the previous twelve months. The
danger is always that another fresh year is
reduced to a brown mash just as the ripened
conkers are pressed flat by wet tyres on the
road.  It is strange that even strong visual
images only endure in the memory as soft
visions bursting as abruptly as an impressive
silence. In October, ‘White Room’, the School’s
monthly arts café, saw a number of
performances, both by visual arts students and
those studying music, drama and literature
alongside contributions from artists from the
local community. At ‘The White Room’ it is
always pleasing to see that young members of
the School will take a seat next to, and share
their enthusiasm with, former mayors of the
town and other nobles in the local community.
This society is run in full collusion with
Sherborne House, Newland, who continue to
work towards advancing the status of the visual
arts in the Town with a substantial Heritage
Lottery Project Development Grant and
committed ACE South West funding for a
major new project, ‘Colour and Chemistry’: the
two year programme seeks to galvanise new
audiences in the area. Certainly exhibitions in
2004/5, such as, ‘Sian Bonnell’ and, ‘Going
Modern Being British’, have allowed members
of the School to see important Art on our very
doorstep.  This programme was extended and
complemented with the Oliver Holt Gallery
exhibitions, ‘Depth Charge’, showing large scale
contemporary crafts, ‘Übergrowth’ examining
the experience of artists from minority groups
in a rural context and ‘Claire Beale’ who made
a radical architectural intervention in the gallery
space.  Annis Joslin’s exhibition, ‘The place I
never came back from’, drew national attention
and a nomination for the Becks’ Futures award. 



This year we were pulled both ways as Martin
Goold, who had worked for three years in the
School, decided to devote his attention to his
work as an artist and Lucy Donald joined the
department championing an ethos of creative
activity very different from Goold’s pragmatic and
patient approach.

The influence of practitioners visiting the School
continues to be the sap that sustains independent
inspiration.  Artists have created a number of
significant works in the Art School, shown their
work or simply dropped in for a chat.  Jeanette
Winterson has warned us of those ‘microwave
moments’, the passing experience that passes for
experience; the Art School realises the
importance of giving students a second chance to
examine works that can be seen in the Town
alongside the fleeting impressions gained on study
visits such as the annual international Art Study
Tour.  

Making something
beautiful does not
get any easier
but fortunately,
despite shifts in
emphasis, it does
not get any
harder.   Whi le

many professional artists are presently interested
in restaging or revisiting the achievements of the
1960s and 1970s, it is a fresh joy to share with
young art students the discovery of these
treasures for the first time.

Andrew Stooke

T
Design & Technology
The Autumn Term saw the department’s new classroom and ICT suite come
into full use and this event marked the end or a three year programme of
redevelopment.  The old ‘TAC’ became just plain ‘D&T’ in name but, inside the
building, we have aimed to transform the layout and use of the space to meet
the demands of the new specifications that we teach, and to prepare pupils for
further studies of Design, Architecture and Engineering.

It was fitting that the first group to use the new facilities were our very good
Sixth Form groups who demonstrated both ambition and ability.  With more
pupils opting to study D&T, this was the first year that we had taught two
advanced level groups.  Their excellent work ethic was reflected in their results;
100% A grades at A2 and 85% A/B grades at AS.  At GCSE level we were
pleased to see that 78% of the pupils achieved an A or A* grades.  We were
delighted to hear that two of our A* pupils were ranked in the top ten
candidates nationally.  

One of these exceptional pupils, Robbie
Edwards (m) was also awarded an
Arkwright Scholarship to support him in
his ambition to pursue a career in
engineering.  He was one of the top
three candidates in their entrance
examination too.  The School is fortunate
to have four Arkwright Scholars in our
ranks at   present, especially as only 165
were awarded last year. This scheme
was initiated to encourage a beneficial
partnership between education and
industry, in order to promote the subject
as a foundation for design and engineering careers.  Pupils are sponsored for
their advanced level studies by companies such as Ford, Rolls-Royce, The Royal
Navy and The Ove Arup Foundation.   In order to qualify, they need to sit an
exam and submit work at interview in order to assess their potential.  Our boys
have found the scheme useful for gaining entry to higher education, which has
boosted their confidence (and their bank balances) throughout their Sixth Form
years.

Over the course of the year, the department focussed on developing accessible
resources for the boys, which included downloadable notes for each of the
topics, a quick reference intranet site and a series of short video clips that were
produced and edited on the department’s computers to help the boys get a
better understanding of the variety of industrial processes. The advanced level
students gave a series of presentations on different aspects of modern
technology and these were all published on the School’s intranet.  We are now
seeking support through the Foundation to secure donations in order to buy a
computer controlled laser cutter.  This will allow the pupils to cut wood, metal
and plastic components straight from their CAD files, increasing the accuracy
and quality of their work and allowing them to experience the benefits that
computer-integrated-manufacture can bring to their design work.

The Headmaster’s decision to offer Design & Technology Entry Scholarships
has already born fruit.  Dulwich College Prep School and Sherborne Prep put
forward two excellent candidates, both of whom were offered awards.

There is a sense that we now have entered a new phase in the running of the
department. The brick dust has settled and it is now a dynamic and exciting
place in which to work and study. 

Peter Chillingworth

OS Bursaries
The OSS operates the OS Charitable
Trust which endows bursaries to sons
of Old Shirburnians.  Application forms
are available via the OSS Office.

4
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The year started with two very contrasting House productions.  Abbeylands gave
us a taste of classical comedy with a version of The Ghost by Plautus; directed by
Duncan Barker, it remained largely faithful to the original but featured some
updating.  A large cast provided a very entertaining evening.

School House made an ambitious choice in One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest,
touching the difficult territory
of life in a total institution.
Under Sue Melvin and George
Densham’s direction, there were
many memorable performances
in this very thought-provoking
and unsettling production; the

cast even managed to cope with a last minute postponement caused by an outbreak of
mumps amongst their number. Tim Ballingal, as Randall McMurray, gave one of the
most compelling and intelligent performances seen recently in the theatre.

The Commemoration Play, as part of the Sherborne Festival with which it coincided,
was a revival of The Sherborne Story which tells the history of the School and was last seen in the 1950s.  A large cast of junior boys,
who between them covered an even larger number of parts and settings that started in the medieval period and proceeded right up
to the present day, was directed with great skill by Hannah Llewellyn.  The play was
produced in the open air in the Courts over three evenings; predictably the rain began
two days before the play opened but relented just in time to enable performances to
go ahead in, what was by then, a very soggy corner of the Courts.  There are many
talented actors in the junior years of the School and the ever-changing scenes of School
life were portrayed with energy, pace and conviction.

In the Michaelmas Term there were two House plays. A large proportion of
boys from The Green
were involved in their
production of Animal
Farm, directed by
Hannah Llewellyn and
David Hedison. The stage adaptation of Orwell’s chilling allegory needs
demanding ensemble acting as well as convincing portrayals of
r e c o g n i s a b l e
characters such as
Stalin and Trotsky.
The boys rose to
these challenges

memorably in a visually impressive and thoughtful production.

In November, Lyon House presented Charley’s Aunt; once again
Jennie Ward’s direction
d r e w  e n t e r t a i n i n g
performances from the
young farceurs who
delivered the energy and
vivacity required.  Rob
Masterson and his false
moustache entered into the
spirit with a gusto that was much admired and appreciated by the audience.

The year ended on a very high note with a packed Big School Room being
treated to Mark Waldron and Jamie Henderson’s production of the great
musical Guys and Dolls, which gave the West End a run for its money in the
singing, dancing and acting talents being shown by a large cast.

David Hedison
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Drama

Film Soc
It has been a very successful year for the Sherborne FilmSoc, with a large number of screenings in the
Powell Theatre.  The programme covered a broad spectrum of films, from classics such as Casablanca and The Searchers, international
movies like Goodbye Lenin! and Belleville Rendez-Vous, and recent hits such as Starsky & Hutch and Shrek2.

As well as support from the boys, it has been heartening to see that we are attracting a small but dedicated following from the Town,
and we are looking to build on this success in the coming year.

Jim Donnelly
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S ch o o l  S p o r t

W
We had fewer boys participating this
season than ever before but nevertheless
they exhibited the same spirit as in
previous years. The team was led by Ed
Pitt Ford (m 00-05), whose organization
was excellent.  

The first meeting at Millfield was an
excellent opener as boys were able to
enter as many events as they wanted.  

The next meeting was the Lutra Shield.  As
usual, we competed gallantly but the
Millfield team was as good as any I have
seen and they romped away to victory
leaving all in their wake.  It was a battle for
second place which, thankfully, we
achieved relatively comfortably.

Our next meeting was at Bryanston, but
unfortunately many of the events had to
be cancelled due to the rain. The
Intermediate team managed to secure first
position against some good opposition
with notable performances by Jamie
Payne (f), Philip Anscombe (f) and
Sebastian Ross (a) but the Senior boys
slipped to an all time low being beaten by
Dauntsey’s, Blundell’s and Bryanston.  The
boys argued that the events which were
cancelled because of the rain, were our
best events.

The Canford match was cancelled due to
the weather and we had to go to
the North Dorset Trials unprepared.
However, twenty-three athletes qualified
for the County Schools’ Championships,
which was probably the highest number
from any school in Dorset. 

My thanks go to our most excellent captain
Ed Pitt Ford, to the ever present and
enthusiastic Bernard Holiday and Richard
Gardner, and also to Chris Griffiths who
was invaluable with his professional sprint
coaching.   

Steve Clayton

Cricket

1st XI – Won: 13  Lost: 4  Drawn: 1

The squad was set a target of twelve wins
to equal the best record of a 1st XI for
over twenty years.  The season started
with a pre-Christmas tour to Sri Lanka and
this proved to be very successful in terms
of development, both as a team and for
the individual players, but not in terms of
results: played seven, lost seven!  The most
important lesson the team learnt in Sri
Lanka was to play attacking cricket, to take
the game to the opposition with an
aggressive batting, bowling and fielding
mindset. The lesson was borne out when
the 2005 results exceeded the target
set, an outstanding thirteen wins from
eighteen matches. The only big
disappointments were to lose to Canford
early in the season, and to be bowled out
for thirty-five before lunch by Winchester.
The other defeats came against Centurion,
a very talented South African touring
team, and losing off the last ball against an
unbeaten Taunton School XI.

However, the season will be remembered
for its many successes; last over wins
against Marlborough and Millfield, the
latter at the official opening of their new

pavilion, and convincing wins against King’s
Bruton, King’s Taunton, Bryanston and
MCC. Victories over the Pilgrims and
Hampshire Hogs brought the XI to the
Festival needing to win both games to
exceed their set target of twelve wins.
Victory by one wicket over Cheltenham,
thanks to a nail-biting last-wicket stand of
twenty-five, and a comfortable win over
Haileybury, ensured that this team will be
in the record books as one of the most
successful teams for many years.

The captain, Seamus Crawford (f 00-05),
led his team from the front.  With 648 runs
and 18 wickets, he set the standards for
the others to follow.  Charlie Esson (b) and
Jack Jenkins (b) are maturing and will be
the mainstays for another two seasons;
Archie Mackay-James (d 00-05) provided
stability to the upper order, leaving
Ed Kelly (b 00-05) to destroy the
opposition’s bowling attack and secure
victory on numerous occasions. Charlie
Clifton (g 00-05) was outstanding with the
ball and finished with 26 wickets and a
memorable 5 for 32 against Haileybury.

Six members of the team return next year,
so we can look forward confidently to the
2006 season.

The success of the 1st XI boosted the
enthusiasm for cricket in the Junior School.
The Colts had a satisfactory season,
despite five of their players playing for the
1st XI. The Junior Colts produced some
good performances, but struggled to be
consistent with both bat and ball in the
same game, and the Mini Colts improved
as the season progressed.  

Congratulations to Jack Jenkins (Hampshire
U17) Ben Lyons (c) (Somerset U17) and
Charlie Esson (b) (Dorset U17) who all
played representative county cricket.      

Rob Hill

Athletics

Basketball

The Lent Term saw a strong
Senior team representing Sherborne,
especially given the popularity of
Hockey and Soccer. There were many
notable team performances in which
our players showed skill and
determination. Wins against Blundell’s
(49-42), the Sherborne International
College (60-48) and, perhaps most
satisfyingly, against Marlborough
(44-38) proved that basketball is
thriving at Sherborne. The match
against King Edward’s Southampton,
despite ending in a loss, demonstrated
equal amounts of courage and ability. 

Whilst all players in the squad
performed excellently throughout the
term, a few individuals deserve
special mention. Grant Xu (m) and
Derek Ng (a) led the team superbly,
and Jonathan Hacking (e), a Fifth
Former, dominated the centre.
Considering the competition basketball
faces at Sherborne, the commitment
and attitude of the squad was first-rate.
Many junior School members trained
with the seniors and I hope this bodes
well for the future.  

Steve Clayton
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Cross-Country

If we gauge the state of health of the sport,
first and foremost by the numbers who
regularly participate, then cross-country
running would seem to be flourishing at
Sherborne. This season over forty boys
signed up for cross-country, the largest
number ever.  We could, and often did, field
two Colts and two Senior teams (thirty-two
runners in all).  It was particularly pleasing
to see the enthusiasm of the School for
the sport: no fewer than 471 boys and
teachers ran in the House cross-country
competition. The general standard of
running is steadily improving. 

This season was easily the busiest we have
had, with sixteen fixtures, including County
and National Championships, at which we
were represented at Colts and Senior level.
We competed in ten straight school versus
school matches; the Colts winning eight,
and the Seniors seven. Our victories against
local opposition on the traditional circuit
were decisive. Against stiffer opposition,
such as Winchester, we held our own well,
but were sometimes beaten into second or
third place.  

The outstanding runner this season was
Edward Knudsen (g), who represented the
School at the National Championships.
Sebastian Ross (a), who captained the Colts,
also had an outstanding season, and also
competed in the Nationals, as did Edward
Pitt Ford (m 00-05), who was one of the
finest captains we have had.  If ever a
captain led by example both on the course
and off it, it was him.  These outstanding
runners were strongly supported by fit and
competitive team mates, who trained as
hard as they ran in matches. 

Hard training on varied ground, with plenty
of strenuous hill running and a good deal of
repetitive work at speed, helped build a
very impressive standard of fitness.  Alex
Latham (e) was exemplary in this respect.
We have seldom seen anyone more
determined in training. Here the very
youngest boys showed what they were
made of and began laying the foundations
for next season, when they will come into
their own in matches. These ferocious
training sessions were characterised by a
sort of grim cheerfulness. Fast finishers
encouraged those behind them, and shouts
of ‘Good effort!’ and ‘Sprint it in!’ echoed
over the Terraces, Carey’s, and the Orchard. 

Bernard Holiday

Fives

Over the past four years, Fives has grown
in popularity and with success in the
National Championships, Sherborne’s
name is firmly etched on the Fives map.
Much is owed to David Kirk (a) and David
Park (b) for all that they have put into the
game.  Numbers are still buoyant, but with
the introduction of Soccer it is going to be
harder to recruit so many talented players. 

Results this year have been excellent
with the 1st IV defeating Blundell’s,
Marlborough, Winchester, St Paul’s,
Tonbridge, King’s Bruton (twice), the RFA,
Wessex and the Pilgrims, and losing only to
the Old Tonbridgians, who had to produce
a National Champion to defeat the School.
The Colts side performed very well
and the overall results were played 17,
won 14, lost 3. In the West of England
Championships, held at Marlborough,
Edward Leakey (b) reached the Final of
the Colts singles.  David Kirk (a 00-05)
and David Park (b 00-05) reached the
Senior Doubles Final. In the National
Championships, held at St. Paul’s, Edward
Leakey (b) again reached the Final of
the Colts singles, losing to the same
player as he had done at Marlborough.
Unfortunately he was severely hampered
by a shoulder injury.

Sherborne once again hosted the West
of England Open Championships in
November 2004, and will either host that
event again, or the West of England
Schools, in January 2006, as well as the
British Universities Championships in
November 2005.  

I would like to offer a quick word of thanks
and appreciation to those who have
helped in coaching and improving the boys’
Fives. The ever-present Paul Carling and
‘injured’ Giles Reynolds have provided the
expertise and great enthusiasm. The
results of all our hard work are plain to
see. Michael Cleaver

Golf

Where else can boys play golf for £23.50
per term, and be able to use Sherborne
Golf Club six days of the week?  The reality
is that the course is used on Tuesdays,
Wednesdays, Thursdays and Sundays, by a
small group of boys who opt for Golf as
their chosen sport. The keenest players are
not always the best as many of the latter
are committed to Cricket. Sherborne has
to live with this compromise situation,
which, I feel, is extremely healthy. The love
of the game at one’s own level and the
desire to improve one’s performance, at
whatever age, is what golf is all about. 

Sherborne Golf Club
has once again been
very good to
the School Society,
allowing it to use
the course and its
facilities. The signing-
in system is still
operating smoothly.
My own thanks go to

the General Manager of the Club, Phil
Gamble, who is retiring. He has been a
loyal supporter of the School during his
four years at the Club.

Fourteen matches were played with seven
victories and seven defeats. Fixtures
against Canford (2), Milton Abbey (2)
Llandovery, King’s Bruton, Cheltenham,
Monmouth, Downside, Blundell’s, Bow
House, OSGS (2), and the Parents were
held.  Last summer Gordon Curtis (f) won
two prestigious trophies at Royal
St George’s in the Independent Schools
Championships, held at Sandwich – The
Torrance Medal and The Hill Cup.

Michael Cleaver

Hockey

1st XI – Won: 4  Lost: 9  Drawn: 2

Pre-season
As in previous years, indoor sessions
during the Michaelmas Term proved to
be very popular. Both the senior and
junior squads entered their divisional
tournaments.  The senior squad, including
a number of junior players, did not fare
well but the junior squad were the
runners-up and missed out winning the
competition by a single goal.  Their victory
included a rousing and popular victory
against Millfield.

A number of players attended training at
Yeovil and Sherborne Hockey Club during
the Michaelmas term.  Rupert Hawksley (f)
benefited particularly from playing a
number of games for the Yeovil and
Sherborne Hockey Club 2nd XI and, as a
result, gained a place in the School 1st XI.
Not for the first time, this clearly illustrates
the value of this association, which will
continue to be nurtured.
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1st XI

It is disappointing that the win:lose ratio
of 4:9 is worse than last year, as this
team certainly contained more talented
individuals. However, their work ethic
was not what it might have been and
they never truly gelled as a team.
Although there was a healthy goal tally,
for which Charlie Wilyman (c 00-05)
must be congratulated for scoring twelve,
insufficient emphasis on defence led to the
leaking of too many goals.

Other Teams

Overall, the teams won a greater
proportion of matches this year than in any
year since my records began, indicating
that we still have great strength in depth.
This is particularly encouraging given the
greater emphasis on Soccer throughout
the School.  The Senior Colts contributed
significantly, winning nine of their eleven
games.  

The Mini-Colts managed to secure the U14
County Championship for the third year
in a row, which is a notable achievement.
However, they were rather flattered to
have done so and will need to work hard
to compete with the best teams on the
circuit in future years.

The inaugural Sherborne U11 Prep School
competition attracted six teams, a
respectable number.  The competition was
won by a Chafyn Grove team who showed
considerable talent. It is hoped that some
of these players will be keen to come to
Sherborne.  

Jeremy Wadham

Polo

Polo has now been recognised as an official
School Sport. Two teams, incorporating ten
boys, played regularly throughout the
Trinity term.

Once again we used Taunton Vale Polo
Club as our home ground.  Last year’s
fixtures were repeated against Taunton
Club, Millfield and Marlborough, in most
cases also featuring a ‘B’ team. New
fixtures included Wellington and RMA
Sandhurst. At this point both teams had
enjoyed an unbeaten season.

There were three competitions in June:
the U15 team took part in a new Colts
competition at the Beaufort Club and
came second; the ‘B’ team entered the
Intermediate Schools competition at
Inglesham and did very well to come fifth
in Division One of three, and the ‘A’ team
travelled to Warwickshire to contest the
National Schools Championship.  A total of
sixteen schools had entered their ‘A’ teams
which were subdivided into two sections

of eight on age and ability.  Sherborne was
rightfully placed in the top division and
finished third overall, one place higher
than last year, but again losing to
Cheltenham and Harrow.  Finally, on the
last Sunday of the Trinity Term, an Inter-
Schools U16 tournament was held for the
first time at Longdole in Gloucestershire.
The young Sherborne team finished third
to Millfield and Marlborough.

This was the second year that boys in the
Fifth and Sixth Forms were allowed to
attend training sessions at Taunton on
Wednesday evenings. It really made a huge
difference.  There is no substitute for time
spent in the saddle, and practice with stick
and ball.

Julia Skippen

Rugby

1st XV – Won: 6  Lost: 5

After winning our pre-season game against
Truro College 22-7, we lost our first home
game against Bishop Wordsworth 6–12.
What was immediately apparent was our
lack of power, with one wag suggesting we
were like ‘vegetarians playing a team of
carnivores’.  This was to become a telling
feature in other games where we had to
defend for our lives and rely on our three-
quarters taking every opportunity. The
combination of Charles Esson (b), Ben
Lyons (c) and Philip Anscombe (f) was
crucially important and their four tries
against Marlborough, just reward.  Radley
(12-26) was better than the scoreline
suggests, as we lost Alex Bunnell (c) on the
morning of the match.  This entailed the
recall of Jack Jenkins (b) to scrum-half and
Oli Cripps (f) to the back-row, who
remained in these positions for the
remainder of the season. We scored
two cracking tries in the first half against
Radley, but eventually struggled against
their heavier forwards. The emerging
Sherborne side were the Daily Mail finalists
from two seasons ago – players who knew
each other and were totally committed,
but who found the extra physical maturity
of Wellington and Bryanston too much at
this stage.  Happily, no less than thirteen of
this team are available next season.  This
will include Jamie Smibert (a), very sound
under the high ball, and potentially an
incisive attacking fullback, once he
improves his timing into the three-quarter
line.  Similarly Tom Williams (c) will be
able to show his innate footballing skills
more and more, as he gets stronger.
Although we lost to Wellington 6-36 and
to Bryanston 7-21, we beat Canford 22-5,
Marlborough 28-12 and King’s Bruton
32-24. The Blundell’s match was tense, but
we hung on well to win 3-0.

Riding

Within the School there are several
keen horsemen, and we have
continued to visit Pippin Equestrian
Centre on a weekly basis with a
committed group of riders. Rollo
Skinner (m) and Hector Gibson-
Fleming (b) brought their own horses
for lessons, and improved dramatically,
especially in their showjumping.
Hector took the opportunity to use
riding as the sport for his D of E Silver
Award.  Manuel Lee (g) and James
Eddlestone (b), who were in the
novice group, made real headway in
both their flatwork and jumping.

The philosophy of Helen Barton-Smith
at Pippin Equestrian is to give all riders,
whether they own a horse or not, an
equal chance to try all aspects of riding,
and to this end she organized a trip to
a local cross-country course at
Downlands, near Warminster, so that
the boys could experience cross-
country jumping. This was a great
success, and we hope to repeat this
outing again in 2006.

We rounded off the year by entering a
dressage competition held at Pippin
Equestrian. Rollo, Manuel and James
entered two dressage tests, competing
against a large number of other local
riders and their own horses. This was
the first ever competition that Manuel
and James had entered, and I was
extremely proud when they came
home clutching their first-ever
rosettes!  Rollo, who is an experienced
competitor with the SW Wilts Pony
Club, did extremely well and won the
second class, beating a large number of
more experienced horses and riders.

Lindsey Millar
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The final match of the season found Millfield
at the very top of their game.  There is one
thing in rugby which is difficult to counteract,
and that is pace.  They had this in abundance
running in tries from deep positions; all this
in spite of a wonderful performance by our
pack.

Tom Fleming (g) and James Crombie (d) in
the front row, grew in confidence and ability.
Humphrey Rose (d), at hooker, played
manfully, and promises to sort out his
throwing-in for next season! Phil Newbald
(b) was typical of the team, thoroughly
committed and as ‘safe as a house’ when
receiving kick-offs. This leaves only the
captain Jack Sutcliffe (a), last year’s prop, but
this year’s open-side flanker.  Jack is super-fit
and can run until the proverbial cows come
home; utterly fearless, he never hesitated
when the ball was on the ground.

The team practised well, showing slick
handling, but were rarely able to transfer this
skill to a match.  As they mature and become
stronger (many are now weight training) this
latent talent will win matches. With a bit of
luck and effort more of the vegetarians will
have become carnivores in 2006.

David Scott / Don Rutherford

Sailing

Tom Excell (e 00-05) took up the baton and captained the team to win eight
matches and achieved 4th place at the British Schools Dinghy Racing Association
Meet.

The first match of the season was a loss against the OSSS but this was corrected
in the subsequent two OS matches, which resulted in convincing wins.  The
School also entered two boats in the Itchenor Schools’ Competition in the
summer, the School’s own racing 420 and that of the Bowkers.  James Bowker
(m), and his sister, came a creditable 7th and James Chitty (f), with Freddie
Saunders (m), 13th out of a fleet of thirty-three boats.  Sadly, the Inter-House
Sailing Competition was lost due to inclement weather, but the Round
Brownsea Race took place with nine boys and their staff crews participating.
The weather was fair and an exciting sail was had by all.

The Trinity Term was very busy on the recreational sailing side with many of the
new Third Formers experiencing the joys of sailing at Arne.  Andrew Yorke,
though ailing, continued to lend his support wherever possible (particularly on
the driving) and it was good that his last summer at Arne was one with such
good weather.  His last visit was on the Friday of Sailing Camp when the
weather was warm and fine and Arne was looking at its best.  His many years
of loyal service will be sadly missed.  I am sure that the School as a whole had
no idea just how much time he spent with the sailing in terms of administration
maintenance and general collecting and delivering of boats and bits.  

Next summer will
need some careful
planning and staffing
especially since I am
now the only member
of staff qualified to take
the boys out. The
hiring of instructors
does fill gaps but
finding one who can
do it on a regular basis
is proving difficult.
I am extremely grateful
to Old Boys who assist, as and when they can. Without them we would certainly
not have managed to sail as often as we have done, nor would the transport of
boats have happened so easily.  Getting boats to and from Arne requires a
minimum of seven return journeys at the start and end of the season, with each
trip taking about five hours.

In addition to the sailing there were the annual trips to the Boat Show and the
ever popular Boys’ Weekend run by the Old Shirburnian Sailing Society.

Over the last twelve months I have been ably assisted by Simon Skinner and
John Mitchell, who always give freely of their time.

Shooting

This has been a good season for the shooters with a small but enthusiastic group of Fourth and Fifth Formers forming the nucleus
of the team.  They have been augmented by three Lower Sixth.  This is encouraging and we should have a strong team for the next
few years, provided that we can find the time and staff to encourage the new Third Form to join in.  

We entered several teams in winter postal competitions and came second in Section D, Division 1 and first in section B Division 1
with both Edward Leader (d) and James Coreth (b) scoring a maximum 100 on the card.  In the British Schools Small Bore Rifle
Association winter meeting we came second in the pairs competition (3ex 25), fourth and fifth in the quartet (ex 12) and Edward
Levine (d) came 7th out of 18 in the individual.  

In the Green Howards Country Life we came 14 out of 59 entries, let down by our Snap and Rapid but managed a third position
in the Landscape shoot.

The School shooting competition also took place during the year with a Junior and Senior competition; the former was won by
Harper House and the latter by Lyon House. Chris Hamon

Chris Hamon
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Soccer

Unusually, the main focus was not on the
1st XI, but on the introduction of the game
to the Lower School. I would like to be
able to claim this as an achievement on my
part, but it was not.  It just happened,
and like most successful revolutions, it
came about almost imperceptibly. I was
approached to provide coaching for up to
fifty boys to play in each of the Fourth and
Fifth Forms, and we were encouraged to
arrange fixtures, which Martin Brooke duly
did.  It will take a couple of years for us to
have a full fixture list at the right level, but
the soccer fraternity in the School were
justifiably pleased with what was achieved
last year, realising our aim of co-existing
with, not threatening, Hockey.

As far as the 1st XI was concerned, it was
a difficult year. A committed group of
players enjoyed themselves immensely for
entirely the right reasons and, had a
modicum of luck gone their way, they
would have been able to point to a much
better set of results than played 13, won 2
lost 11. In six of the lost games the deficit
was only one goal, and we were only really
outclassed in the matches against Bishop
Wordsworth and Clifton. The highpoint of
the season was the 3-1 win over a good
Bristol Grammar side, but I was equally
proud of our 2-0 defeat in the inaugural
fixture against Marlborough. 

It was particularly unfortunate from an OS
point of view that, in a season when the
School 1st XI was comparatively weak, the
OSS fixture failed to take place for the first
time in over twenty years, as there were
insufficient OS available.  I will choose the
date more wisely next year, but the
standard of soccer in the School will
obviously rise as we play it more in the
Lower School, so OS beware!

Don Cameron

Squash

The 1st V team was very strong last year
and the only team with whom we had a
close game was Exeter (Millfield of course
being in a different league).  Will Pope (a)
has developed into an excellent player and
will, I am sure, play at county level in years
to come. Richard Round-Turner (m 00-05)
also played excellently in his final year at
the School. They were well-supported by
Toby Murray (f), Timon Woodward (f) and
Philip Anscombe (f) who were all in the
Fifth Form.

The Junior team was less strong, partly
because three of the boys were playing for
the 1st V, but Jamie Payne (f), Nick
Batchelor (f) and Tom Wilson (a) all played
well.  If Jamie and Nick can find the time to
play amidst their many other sporting
commitments, they will both develop into
strong players.

We are entering the team in the Nationals
for the first time this year.  Entering the
Nationals will, hopefully, provide the
senior boys with the incentive to train
hard and improve their technique, and will
inspire some interest in the game lower
down the School.  There is a worrying
dearth of decent players in the Junior
School and it is difficult to put out a team
if we lose any of those who do play to
injury or other sporting commitments. 

Richard Bool

Tennis

This year’s results were disappointing. The
1st VI lost all of their matches, the 2nds
and Colts fared only marginally better.  At
Junior level, the sides did rather better,
with only one loss from the Junior Colts
and promising play from the Mini-Colts in
their three matches. 

A major stumbling block to improving
standards at all levels in recent years, has
been the absence of an all-year-round
professional tennis coach at the School.  It
is, therefore, very encouraging to report
that, with the employment of a full-time
professional this year, the profile and
standard of tennis at Sherborne are set to
improve.

Jeremy Priddle joined the School at the
beginning of the Trinity Term. His
credentials are impressive.  He has been
Junior and Senior Dorset County
Champion.  He has worked with the
England squad in Hendon in the 1990s and
more recently has been a full-time coach at
the tennis academy at Taunton, and has
coached at a junior and senior level at
schools. In his introductory term he
coached all the School squads. A number
of boys received individual lessons outside
normal training and several entered
competitions over the summer. These are
early days, but already the benefits of
professional input are being felt.

The grass courts were re-fenced over the
winter and, with further improvements
planned for an already good surface, this
will produce a first-class arena. With
funding in place, work on resurfacing the
Hyle Farm courts with a proper tennis
concrete surface has already begun.
Together with the grass courts, these areas
will attract players from outside the School
and will put Sherborne on the map as a
tennis venue.

Employment of a professional has
attracted offers of funding for a second
wave of development, that of an indoor
arena.  The future of tennis looks bright
indeed.

David Ridgway

Swimming

Our first match was against Canford,
Kingswood and Taunton School, with
our Seniors beaten into third place by
strong Canford and Kingswood teams.
The U16s were worthy winners against
strong opposition.  

A second home fixture against King’s
Bruton saw victory for both the
Seniors and the Juniors, and we
regained some confidence after the
comprehensive defeat the previous
weekend. We finished the season with
our traditional fixture at King’s
Taunton, against King’s, Clifton,
Blundell’s and Plymouth. It was a
fiercely competitive match but we
came away with our heads held high,
and with our U16s only just beaten by
Plymouth.

The continued format of arranging
matches with Sherborne School for
Girls remains popular with boys and
girls alike, and we look forward to
continued co-operation in this area in
years to come.

Lindsey Millar

www.sherborne.org
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Chapel
A year has passed at a colossal speed for the new
Chaplain of the School and it has been a steep learning
curve for the right reasons!  I am delighted to be given
this opportunity to report on all the many areas that one
has been involved within the community, as the School’s
‘doctor of souls’!

The Sunday services in the Abbey over the year have hosted fifteen visiting
Preachers ranging from Bishops, Deans and Archdeacons to curates and lay-
readers.  Such variety and scope of style, experience and theology provided
a varied and healthy diet.  In June, a packed congregation was honoured to
hear the Archbishop of Canterbury, the Rt Revd Rowan Williams, preaching
in the Abbey, which was celebrating its 1300th Anniversary.

In January thirty-five boys were confirmed in the Abbey.  On the eve of the
big day, a retreat for the boys was conducted by the Brothers at Hilfield
Priory which gave them a great deal upon which to reflect.  The Confirmation
Service itself was most uplifting with Bishop Timothy Thornton of Sherborne
officiating to a packed congregation.

With our cricket team returning safely from a winter tour to Sri Lanka, forty-
eight hours before the island was devastated by the Tsunami, we felt strongly
that we should raise money for the people, who had hosted us so generously
as their guests. A wonderful £3,500 was raised for an orphanage and
rehabilitation centre in Pahumune, which was visited by two Lower Sixth
boys, who went there to help for three weeks in August.  This partnership,
we hope, will be an ongoing and fruitful one for both the Sri Lankan people
as well as for future Shirburnians. 

The spiritual life of the School remains healthy and the Friday Eucharist
testifies to this. During the Trinity Term boys not only led, read and prayed
but also preached. Shirburnians not only have inherited the gift of such a
service, but continue to seize ownership of it and relay this on to the next
year group.  It is a rich legacy we wish to retain and to encourage from year
to year.

Although I dislike ‘measuring the unmeasurable’ by numbers, it is
encouraging, nonetheless, that, on average, twenty boys per House attend
the informal communions that are conducted on my House visits. This is, I
am sure, almost unprecedented in schools.

It is a rich privilege to have both the Abbey and the School
Chapel at the centre of our busy routines.  The buildings
themselves have, over thirteen centuries, communicated
powerfully to the Sherborne Community of the witness of
the Christian message, which is the bedrock of the School’s
foundation. The responsibility we have in handing on the
baton of faith, hope and love recorded in Holy Scripture to
the next generation is a sobering one in the present
consumerist culture we inhabit.  Nonetheless, despite the
challenge, it is a privileged commission many undertake at
the School.

Highlights of the year have been the commemoration of
the VC plaque outside the Chapel, a Thanksgiving Service
for the life of David Sheppard, at which the Secretary of

MCC, Roger Knight, preached.  We were very grateful to Roger, especially as
it was on the eve of a busy Ashes series, yet he still gave up the time to come.
The final highlight, for me personally, was the visit of the Rt Revd John Went,
Bishop of Tewkesbury (he ordained me!) who conducted a School
commemoration of the bi-centenary of the Battle of Trafalgar.

Last, but not least, our services have all been greatly enriched by the hard
work and wonderful choral music of the Choir under the direction of James
Henderson (m 79-84), our new Director of Music. I am hugely grateful to him
for inspiring the School to sing so well in both the Chapel and the Abbey, and
to the Choir who give each assembly such a positive lead. 

Above all, if you have time, please remember the Chaplaincy work in your
thoughts and prayers and give thanks for the next generation of Shirburnians. 

Stephen Gray

School Development
An Old Shirburnian visiting Sherborne in the
summer of 2005 could have been excused for
thinking that the School was being entirely rebuilt.
Major works in the BSR and the Sports Centre,
together with a host of smaller projects, meant that
much of the School took on the appearance of a
building site. 

The internal refurbishment
of the Big School Room was
a challenging project, as all
the works had to be carried
out between Commem on
5th July and the arrival of
the new Third Form on 5th
September. In those two
months the interior was
stripped, a large pit was

created in the floor to accommodate heating and
ventilation equipment, and the room was rebuilt,
redecorated and re-furnished. We now have sound
and stage lighting that is ‘state of the art’ and a room
that is comfortable to use and ideally suitable for the
many activities that use the space. Many of you will
be pleased to know that the new upholstered chairs
are very comfortable and a great improvement. You
can see the scale of the project from the
photographs; to see the final result please do come
to a play or concert, or call in if you are passing
Sherborne.

The Sports Centre has also undergone a dramatic
change.  Gone are the communal changing rooms,
which were no longer permitted by Social Services.
We now have tailor-made changing facilities to serve
both Sherborne boys and the many members of the
local community who use the facilities. Next summer
we plan to complete the project by installing a
second, smaller, sports hall in the building to provide
space for a wide variety of clubs and classes, including
fencing.  

At the International College, a £1M project to replace
temporary classrooms, with a purpose-built block,
has been completed.  Pupils and staff are delighted
with the new accommodation, which will help the
College to consolidate its position at the forefront of
schools in the UK providing excellent education for
overseas pupils. 

Other projects include the completion of the
refurbishment of Wallace House to provide a new
dormitory and day room for the Third Form and high 
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Careers Department
This was a particularly hectic year for the Careers Department, and
the support of Old Shirburnians, was fundamental in our covering a
huge amount of ground.

Thirty-seven Old Shirburnians participated in our two big events for
the Lower Sixth, the Careers Convention in February and the Higher
Education Forum in May. Their insight into areas of employment and
university courses has been greatly appreciated.

Similarly, we have had
over one hundred
responses to our two
annual surveys, of Old
Shirburnians who left
the Upper Sixth in 1998
and 2002: the former
was  des i gned  to
focus on progression
through, in most cases,
Higher Education and
into employment, while
the latter concentrated specifically on teaching quality at university.  I
hope that, by now, everyone has been personally thanked for their
response, and I can assure you that the body of information which we
have is valued by current boys and that the level of response is the
envy of those in other schools who try to conduct similar surveys.  

We have also been out and about in over thirty universities with Old
Shirburnians being invaluable guides and mentors on our visits to
Bristol, Cambridge, Cardiff, East Anglia, Imperial, Oxford, Oxford
Brookes, Reading and Royal Holloway.  At the end of June, I visited
eleven colleges and universities in the United States as a participant
in the 2005 Boston International Counsellor Tour.  It is important that
we become more aware of the great diversity among United States
universities, which render such generic brand names as ‘Ivy League’
virtually meaningless.

Fiona Harrall has achieved a Postgraduate Diploma in Careers
Guidance from the University of the West of England, Bristol, and
Philip Rogerson the Certificate in Leading and Managing Careers
Work in Schools from the University of Cambridge.

In view of her qualifications and experience, Fiona Harrall has
developed her rôle as Careers Advisor and Administrator.  Having a
colleague present in the department from Monday to Friday is a key
aspect of our success.  So, also, is our communication with each other,
with colleagues, with parents and with outside agencies.  For our rôle
is primarily pastoral, and the needs of the individual boy are central.
The heart of our work is getting to know each boy and in helping him
to achieve what he feels, after research and reflection, is best for him.

David Hedison has stepped down after nine years of valued work in
the department.  From 2005 we welcomed Julia Skippen as a member
of the team. Philip Rogerson

quality study bedrooms for older boys.  Wallace can now
accommodate the same number of boys as each of the
other Houses, giving a School of about 570.  Work is
commencing at Lyon to create an extension containing a
new self-contained Tutor’s house and improved facilities
for boys. This project will be completed in summer 2006,
leaving only Harper House requiring a major upgrade in
the current Development Plan.

Much has been achieved, but we must not be
complacent.  In developing the School today we must be
mindful of our responsibilities to those who created it in
the past and those who will benefit from it in the future,
as well as those who use it now.  We try very hard to
keep a proper balance between the maintenance of the
old and the development of the new, to create a fitting
environment in which our pupils can learn and develop.

Margaret McKenna – Bursar

Pavilion Boards
The refurbishment of the Upper
Pavilion necessitated taking
down the original 1st XI and 1st
XV boards. Wall space was
already becoming a problem
prior to the refurbishment, with
recent boards having to be sited
on the pitch of the roof, the only
available remaining space.  With
provision needed for future
boards, it was agreed by a joint
working party, formed from
Pilgrims and OSS members, that
merely replacing the boards
would not be a practical way
forward.  The idea of replacing
only the more recent boards, so
that space would be created for
future teams, was also rejected,

as the purpose of the boards is to provide a lasting
memory of Shirburnian sportsmen, whose names should
not be erased for ever. It was therefore decided that new
boards should be constructed using a smaller format
(approximately two thirds of the original size). This will
leave space for two additional boards per year for the next
fifty years. A signwriter has been appointed, work is
underway  and, hopefully, the boards will be in place at the
start of the 2006 cricket season. 
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Careers (OSCAR)
2005 has seen the OS Careers Advice Representation (OSCAR) take its first
tentative steps. This has been less fraught than feared due to the wholehearted
support that we have received from a large number of Old Shirburnians offering
their services in so many different spheres.  A huge ‘thank you’ is due to all those
who have volunteered. Even if no one has yet asked for careers advice in your
particular field, I am sure that we shall be making good use of your kind offers of
help in the near future.

Whilst we have had a wonderful response and have one or more representatives
in many sectors, we are still looking for as many mentors as possible from all the
professional groups listed below.  Please contact the OSS Office if you feel you
might be able to help.  

Alternatively, if you feel that you could benefit from the help offered by our OS
mentors, please get in touch.

FINANCIAL SERVICES
Actuary

Commodity Broking
Fund/Wealth 

Insurance Broking
Insurance Underwriting

Investment Banking
Management 
Retail Banking
Stockbroking

ACCOUNTANCY
Global practice

In-house
Regional

COUNTRYSIDE
Agriculture

Forestry
Viticulture

MANAGEMENT &
CONSULTANCY
Business Practice
Communication

ICT
Management
Recruitment

INDUSTRY
Biotechnology

Brewing
Chemical Engineering
Civil Engineering &

Construction
Computers

Energy – Oil & Gas
Energy – Power & Water

Manufacturing
Mining

Pharmaceutical
Shipping

TRANSPORT
Aviation

Merchant Navy
Road

Shipping 
Surface Transport 

ARTS & CULTURE
Art – Design
Art – Dealing
Auctioneering

Heritage management
Music
Stage

HOTELS, TOURISM 
& LEISURE

Cookery / Catering
Entertainment

Gardening 
Hotel / Restaurant

Management
Travel Agency
Wine Trade

PROPERTY
Architecture

Chartered Surveying
Estate Agent

Quantity Surveying
Real Estate Development

MEDICINE
Consultancy

Dentistry
General Practice

NHS Management
Pharmaceutical

Surgery
Veterinary

COMMERCE
Entrepreneur

International Trade

LAW
Barrister
Solicitor
• City
• Global
• Provincial
• In-house

MEDIA & MARKETING
Communication /

Presentation
Design & Graphics 
Fashion & Clothing 

Journalism 
Marketing / PR
Photography

Publishing / Literary
Agency

Television / Film
Production

SERVICES
Army

Royal Air Force
Royal Navy

GOVERNMENT &
PUBLIC SERVICE

Civil Service
Police
Politics

ACADEMIC &
VOLUNTARY WORK

Charities
Housing associations

Teaching
Theology / The Church

www.oldshirburnian.org.uk
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T
MMV Celebrations
The happy conjunction of the 1300th
anniversary of the founding of the Abbey,
the 150th year of the Chapel and a
commemoration to celebrate a hundred
years since the famous Sherborne Pageant,
had a dual consequence for the School, one
practical and the other creative.  The Town
and Abbey festivities meant that the
traditional Commem Service could not be
held in the Abbey on the Saturday morning.
At the instigation of the Headmaster a
committee was formed to investigate ways
in which we could provide a coda to the
festival month that the town was planning.
Although we were mindful of the fact that
nowadays public exams dominate the
structure and shape of the second half of
the Trinity Term, various expansive,
experimental and elaborate plans were set
in motion.  The concept of a son et lumière
was ruled out by the fine light nights of the
summer; a plan to write a show sadly came
to nothing; and the idea of re-enacting the
original 1905 Pageant proved to be too
complex.  So in the end we decided that we
would try to evoke the feel of a miniature
Fringe Festival with a variety of events set
around a central core of a powerful drama,
involving as many of the students and staff
as we could.  Like Topsy, the number of
events grew until we had enough to fill all
possible performance spaces.

The Chapel provided a perfect space for
organ recitals and chamber music but it was
decided that in the anniversary year of
the Victoria Cross and the sixtieth
commemoration of VE and VJ Day,
something exceptional was needed.  So the
building became the focus for a floral display
in which the themes of courage, valour and
sacrifice were highlighted.  The displays in
the entrance, on the steps, in the aisles and
at the sides of the choir, in their colour and
design, helped visitors reflect on those OS
who had given their lives for their country.
The Chapel also housed an exhibition
compiled by boys of the Third and Fourth
Forms who had researched the locations of
the deaths of Shirburnians during the war.
In a very moving tribute the visitor was
struck by the diverse and distant theatres of
war in which they served.
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The Sherborne Story, the original by V C Clinton Baddeley
(d 13-18), produced and directed by Hannah Llewellyn,
provided a fitting centre piece to the entire celebration.  Set in
the cloister corner of the Courts as the daylight died, it traced
the history of the School through the eyes of a new boy
informed by the guiding spirit of the place.  From the monastic
settlement, through the Civil War and hurtling into the First
Great War, and concluding with a survey of modern day mores
and attitudes, the company of actors, mainly drawn from the
two junior years, enchanted the audiences with their energy

and verve.  The scenes of young soldiers and old school friends falling under withering fire
in the trenches was especially affecting.

Another hub to the event was music and it was there in all shapes and sizes.  There was the
intimacy of the Sculpture Garden behind the Carrington, where two days of non-stop jazz
were served up in the impromptu outside café which sprang up overnight and proved to a
very popular venue, especially to shoppers in the town who were able to rest their feet, park
their bags and be served snacks, coffee and smoothies by waiters from all years in the School.
The Oliver Holt Gallery benefited from the close proximity to the café as people wandered
down the arcade and into an exhibition of art work by the students.

For those who liked their music a touch more classical and formal there were two
spectacular concerts. The first was the Schools’ Symphony Orchestra Concert which included
the performance of Rachmaninov’s second piano concerto by David Park (b 00-05). The
programme also featured the violin concerto Symphonie Espagnole Op.21 by Lalo,
showcasing the playing of Keith Tse (e 00-05). On another night the Sinfonia Concert
entertained a large audience in the Abbey with a selection of light classical music.

Food was also a highlight of the International Society’s Mehla or
Fair which took place on the Sixth Form Green with an array of
stalls providing entertainment as diverse as face painting,
calligraphy, a second-hand stall, puppet shows, origami and travel
photography.  The lingering flavours and heady smells of the
Indian and Asian snacks added to the atmosphere and it was
most gratifying when, despite the efforts of the weather to rain
on the parade and a migration to the BSR, Claire Greenrod was
able to hand the Bursary a sum in excess of £400 to go to an
orphanage in Nepal.  All the ideas came from the students and it
was through their efforts that the stalls were managed so skilfully.

Over a hundred members of the public passed through the guiding hands of the student
librarians as they conducted their tours through the historic buildings of the School and
recounted their fascinating history.  Each tour lasted for about an hour and was topped off
with a cream tea.  The Library had also mounted an exhibition called ‘The Story of the Book’
which examined and traced the history of printed material and posed the question as to
whether there would be libraries in the future and, if so, what form they would take.

Where can you have ‘Guinea Pig and Chips and murder
Browning at three and six?’ So read the posters
advertising Sherborne’s own film festival in the Powell
Theatre.  The films were all ones that starred the School
and the town: The Guinea Pig, Goodbye Mr Chips, A
Murder of Quality and The Browning Version.  In addition,
the audience was treated to rare footage of Trilith’s
Mother of Pageants, and Betjeman in Sherborne.

There were many outcomes from this festival – people from the town who had thought the
School was a ‘ treasure’ were delighted to have the freedom to walk through the Courts and
explore and discover the buildings.  It also prompted us to investigate the potential of
hitherto under-exploited areas in the School for new and exciting possibilities, as well as
demonstrating  that in future years it would be viable to hold a similar festival.  The diversity
of events was astonishing, the input, energy and imagination of the students was remarkable.
Once the idea had caught fire, people started to come forward and volunteer for all sorts of
jobs.  The staff likewise were unstinting in their support, marshalled ruthlessly as they were
by Mr Cameron.  Vast tracts of Sherborne were leafleted, Cheap Street was postered and
soon the word hit the street that there was much fun to  be had.  Money was raised for
charity, with the Tsunami Appeal benefiting and other ventures supported.

Paul Carling

T
Royal Marines
The detachment remains in an
extremely buoyant state, having now
won the Pringle Trophy at RM
Lympstone (against sixteen other
schools nationally) for two years in a
row.  This year, not only was the
overall competition won, but the
highly prized individual trophies for
Drill, the Endurance Course, and
Military Skills were also won – the
trophy cabinet in the Dining Hall is
bursting with bronze figurines!  The
team, as has become traditional, was a
young one very ably led by Jack

Adams (d) in
the Lower
Sixth, backed
up by two
e x c e l l e n t
Upper Sixth
Formers in Jim
Foster (m 00-
05) and Ed Pitt
Ford (m 00-
05), b o t h

of whom were competing in their
third Pringle Trophy.

Field days to Salisbury Plain and
Bovington Training Area provided
good opportunities to practise
military skills, fire blank ammunition
and to gain experience of a twenty-
four hour exercise and the challenges
of camping in bivvies.  However the
highlight of the year for many would
probably have to be the now
legendary twenty-four hour survival
exercise, where the only food
available was a rabbit (with fur on)
and the only accommodation was that
which could be built from the
surrounding woodland.  With regular
raids from ‘hostile forces’, a
challenging night exercise, lunch of
nettle soup, and a squad run back to
School, this really was a test of
character, and yet again the majority
passed with flying colours. 

The quality of the cadets remains high
(the detachment is now 50-60 strong)
and a continuation of the recently
very strong line of senior NCO’s,
ensures that the high standards of
dress, conduct and military expertise
are maintained. An indication of the
enthusiasm that exists at the moment
is reflected in the fact that eight boys
chose to go to Garelochhead Camp in
Scotland this summer for two weeks
intensive military training, and all
reports are that they thoroughly
enjoyed the experience.

Alistair Hatch
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Appointments
Wallace

Mr Giles Robinson has
been appointed to
succeed Mr Patrick
Haigh, who retired
as Housemaster of
Wallace at the end of
the Trinity Term 2005.
Giles teaches English –
he is married to Emma and they have
two children, Freddie and Tilly. 

Lyon House

Mr Guy Brière-Edney
has been appointed
to succeed Mr Patrick
Francis, who will be
retiring as House-
master of Lyon
House at the end of

the Trinity Term 2006.  Guy teaches
Geography – he is married to Viola and
they have a daughter, Beatrice Anna.

The Digby

Mr Martin Brooke has
been appointed to
succeed Mr Alistair
Morgan, who will
be retiring as
Housemaster of The
Digby at the end of

the Trinity Term 2006. Martin teaches
Classics – he is married to Rachel and
they have a son, Thomas.

T
Steven Lawn 

Memorial Lecture 
Terry Waite was the guest speaker at
this year’s Steven Lawn Memorial
Lecture, the focus of which is on
religious tolerance and international
relations.  His talk gave everyone a
fascinating and illuminating insight into
the work and experiences of this
extraordinary man. Steven (m 87-91)
was killed in the Twin Towers tragedy of
2001 and his family chose to honour his
death by setting up lectures on 11th
September each year. 

Valete
Richard Gould

Richard arrived at Sherborne having
previously been Headmaster of
Twyford Preparatory School – he
played an incredibly active part in
school life for the eight years that he
was with us.

As an Old Shirburnian himself,
Richard was a loyal supporter of the
School even before he came back.
He served on many of the OS
Society’s committees, and was
President of the Pilgrims (having
captained the School in both cricket
and squash).  In these spheres he
was combative and energetic,
strengths that he brought to the
many tasks that landed on his desk.

His initial appointment was as Development Director, a job that had not existed
before.  He launched into the delicate but much-needed area of fundraising with
vigour and a keen eye for how best to make a rapid impact.  He helped to recruit an
expert in the field, and together they set up what is now the hugely successful
Sherborne School Foundation.

It was evident also when Richard took up his post that he possessed a wealth of
knowledge about the preparatory school world. The School at that time was beginning
to feel the effect of a recession, and it was clear that numbers of boys entering were
falling because of it.  Richard was in the vanguard of those who sought to reverse the
potential decline by making sure that the School’s name was on the lips of as many
Heads of our feeder prep schools as possible, so that they might encourage parents
with able and talented sons seriously to consider Sherborne.  He was behind a
number of initiatives that helped to see off the reduction and to build again to our
present healthy state.  He knew that complacency had no place in the School and that
the key to success was in continual improvement.

His rôle in publicising the School is probably what most people will remember Richard
for.  He made sure that news of boys’ successes reached as many quarters as possible,
and his work in editing the Sherborne Review saw him burning the midnight oil on a
number of occasions throughout the year. He also oversaw the production of
advertising copy and flyers, information booklets and events calendars; he showed
countless prospective parents round the campus; he kept in touch with IAPS; he
coordinated marketing strategies across the Sherborne schools; he communicated
with both local and national press.  He fully appreciated the value and importance of
personal contact with Heads, with parents, with old boys, boys and even with
enquiring tabloid journalists in search of a story.

Although only recently officially appointed to work as the School’s liaison officer with
the town, Richard had always made it his business to get out and about.  He was in a
position, therefore, to pick up quickly what townspeople thought about events in the
School.  He was able when necessary to correct ill-informed rumour, or to alert others
to the danger signs of poor publicity.  It is highly likely that he managed to work some
minor miracles in the coffee shops and the occasional public house.

Because Richard worked largely behind the scenes, it is inevitable that any
appreciation of his work might miss much of what he did. Experience shows, however,
that he was generous with his time and with his wisdom.  He had a knack for getting
to the heart of the matter and for proposing more than one way of dealing with any
problem he felt existed.  He was utterly reliable and could be trusted with the most
sensitive of information.

When Richard was approached about accepting a post at an Oxford preparatory
school, similar in scope and challenge to the one to which he had so clearly devoted
himself here, not surprisingly he leapt at the opportunity.  He will be much missed
because he is such a unique character.

Michael Weston 



. . . Valete
Duncan Barker

Duncan joined the Classics
Department after reading for his BA
and PhD at Cambridge, followed by an
MA in Art History at Chicago, and
Lectureships at Bristol and
Nottingham Universities.  By any
standards these are hugely impressive
academic credentials, and Duncan’s
main area of specialisation, Roman
History, made him a particularly attractive candidate for us, in view of the
impending retirement of Christopher Knott, who had guided many
generations through the vicissitudes of the Late Republic and Principate.
Duncan’s awareness of the complexities of this field, his deep knowledge of
the sources, and above all his endlessly creative sense of how to convey
them to the young, marked him out at once, and earned the ready gratitude
of his pupils.  But it was not just with senior pupils and advance study that
Duncan flourished. Beginners’ Latin in the Third Form was another area
which he made a speciality, and it was with particular satisfaction that he
saw one of his beginners achieve a Classics place at Balliol College Oxford
this year.  GCSE Classical Civilisation presented a different set of challenges,
and each year it was a delight to see Duncan deploying his sharp sense of
the aesthetic in explaining, for example, the mysteries of contrapposto to
his charges. ‘Civilisation’ in this case so often denoted not merely the
syllabus content, but also the proceedings in class.  In particular I will miss
Duncan’s company on Field Trips, and not just because he knows his way
round the British Museum better than anyone.  His range of expertise, and
generosity in using it, make him irreplaceable.

The perception that Duncan was not a sportsman did not prevent him
seeing arduous service as an umpire of Junior Leagues cricket, but it did
mean that he tended to be the first name on anyone’s list when any
position in the cultural or academic life of the School needed to be filled.
Again his energy and generosity of spirit are to be admired in taking on so
many rôles, and offering so much of his time.  Library Committee, the
Beckett Room, Debating and the Agora all benefited from his astute input,
and in his final year he presided over what was widely greeted as the most
impressive issues of The Shirburnian that most of us had seen.  He also had
taken on the rôle of Co-ordinator for Gifted and Talented Students, a
position he not only filled but largely defined, and one destined to become
ever more important.  Drama, too, was an area in which he was active.
Many will remember his contributions to successive Staff Revues, while his
direction of Plautus’ Ghost for Abbeylands was one of the dramatic
highlights of 2005.  There was time also to win a national competition for
poetry translation – and, as far as crosswords went, not much time was
ever needed.

Another field in which Duncan’s work was particularly distinguished was as
a tutor. Too often it is a rôle which is noticed by the School at large only
when things go wrong, while dedicated and professional care tends to be
visible only within the House concerned.  Abbeylands was fortunate to
have Duncan as a tutor throughout his time at Sherborne, since his keen
perception, sensitivity, and, where necessary, firmness, were crucial in
providing guidance and support to the boys in his care.

Over the years, much has happened in and around the temporary
classrooms near the CCF huts, but the juxtaposition of Duncan’s first
classroom with that of Anita Martland will be seen to have been particularly
auspicious.  Their wedding was widely celebrated, and it was perhaps on
this occasion that the degree of affection and respect in which Duncan was
held by the boys became most clear. 171, Trendle Street, a fascinating
building in its own right, became a treasury of art and books – many of the
paintings being Duncan’s own work. 

Lancing has gained a first-rate Head of Classics, and Duncan takes with him
our gratitude for everything he has done at Sherborne.  We wish Duncan
and Anita very much happiness for the future. Martin Brooke

A

The Other 
Emergency Service

Fr Jim Kennedy (c 57-62) was the parish priest at the
Blessed Sacrament Church, near King’s Cross at the
time of the July 7th bombings. He is now Dean of
Islington. The following is the transcript of an interview
he gave to Elena Curti, shortly after the event, which
was published in The Tablet.

After police, fire and ambulance, next on the scene
at King’s Cross following the bombing were the
clergy.  They were working to a highly organized plan
set up after the 1987 fire at the same station.  So
how did the faith groups react to their biggest
challenge yet? 

After the fire that killed thirty-one people at King’s
Cross station in London, eighteen years ago, I felt
that representatives of faith communities needed to
take a fresh look at how they organised the pastoral
care of people caught up in major disasters. 

There was much debate and argument about how
this should be done.  But eventually an integrated
system was put in place, and last Thursday proved its
biggest test to date.  I am glad to say it worked
extremely well.  The faith communities were there
for those who needed them and people were dealt
with professionally and pastorally. 

It was a far cry
from the response
in 1987, when
rubbish that had
a c c u m u l a t e d
under one of the
escalators at King’s
Cross started a fire
with devastating

consequences.  My church – the Blessed Sacrament
in Copenhagen Street – is behind the station and, in
the immediate aftermath, I offered support to the
families of the bereaved and injured.  Quickly, the
church and parish hall next door became a focus for
those who had been involved in the disaster.
Parishioners rallied round to help, but there was no
system to fall back on and a great deal of the
responsibility for coordinating spiritual care fell to
me. 

The problem in
those days was
that there was no
integrated system
of response.  Now
the faith groups
know exactly what
to do.  There is a
system in place to
arrange pastoral support which operates in parallel
with the emergency services.  

Churches close to the explosions opened
immediately.  There are four priests in the Islington
area of King’s Cross – three Anglicans and myself.
We met at 11am and, after assessing the situation, 
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decided we would encourage those people who had not been injured
to go home.  We reasoned that any ongoing support could far more
easily be given from their local churches.  We also decided to open
two of our churches – the Blessed Sacrament and All Saints – because
they were on the walking routes from the station if people wanted to
drop in. Our parish hall is a designated emergency centre and is
opened if there is a major local incident of any kind.  There is a core
group of individuals in the parish who step in when we are on call.
They include the chairman of the parish council, the parish secretary
and volunteers.  Last week we also had a number of parishioners who
phoned and emailed to say they would be available.   We were on
standby for much of the day and I was also in touch with my Anglican
colleagues and a local imam in case they were needed.  

Under the new system, priests from the nearest churches are those
called on to work with people at the site of the emergency.  The
system also allows for local hotels to open their doors, where pastoral
teams can offer support to survivors. 

At King’s Cross, thousands of people sought shelter at the Quakers’
Friends House in Euston Road, where they were able to use
telephones and lavatories and get refreshments.  The Salvation

Army’s Faith House, opposite King’s Cross
station, was another oasis for travellers – many in
a state of shock – and also for the emergency
services. 

We had a number of newcomers at Mass on Sunday and we extended
a special welcome and a minute’s silence at the start of each Mass.  I
also announced that we could call on counsellors for anyone who
needed them.   

Just as helpful are families whose relatives have suffered death or
injury in recent rail disasters and who are willing to listen and share
their experiences.  I got to know some of these after the King’s Cross
fire.  They are part of the emergency system and have received some
training.  Of course, the major difference with the King’s Cross fire is
that people in the recent tragedy are suffering the consequences of a
deliberate act.  It is right and proper that people should feel angry, but
they need to be clear about where to place their anger.  In the
Catholic community, we have memories of that happening during the
IRA bombings and the crude stereotyping of those with Irish accents.
We should guard against a similar backlash against Muslims.  

In incidents like last Thursday’s bombings, there is a huge number of
people who want to thank God for being spared.  In the past few
days, we have listened to far more people in the bus behind the one
that blew up or the train that travelled earlier than the one hit by an
explosion.  

The biggest group of people we see are those who are simply
traumatised by what happened. Some are more affected than others.
One man told me that he was sitting in the bus behind the one that
exploded but seemed to take it in his stride.  He said he had seen far
worse in his home country of Sierra Leone.  

It is at times like this that people realise that they have a religious faith
even if they don’t go regularly to church. Our task is to point them
towards God. Last week, we had the joy of winning the Olympic bid,
the first step towards the alleviation of poverty at the G8, then the
bombings on Thursday and the commemoration of the Second World
War on Sunday.  Where can we find God’s voice in the midst of all
that?  I believe, if you consider all these things, that God is talking
about peace.  The Olympics and the G8 are about bringing peace to
people.  Our response to the terrorists’ attacks is that what we
genuinely want is peace, we will do all we can to achieve it and that
is what will stop these people. 

The lesson for me from the King’s Cross fire is that we need to be
together as faith communities.  We need to share the buildings we
own and we have got to find a way of expressing God’s love and
concern to people.  I believe we did that last Thursday. 

r n i a n
i c l e s

B
OS War Poet – 

S J H Durnford (a 34-38)

Back numbers of The Shirburnian provide
ample evidence of the talents of OS
poets.  From the Powys family, Cecil Day
Lewis, Lawrence Sail to the modern
generation, Sherborne has an enviable
tradition of producing high quality poets.
Verse is at its most emotive when relating
to war, especially with regard to the First
World War poets, the likes of Brooke, Binyon, Owen and
Sassoon.  However, let no one say that these icons hold a
monopoly on sublime war poetry.  

The verses below were written by S J H Durnford (a 34-38),
when, as a prisoner of war, news came through of the Japanese
surrender in August 1945.  They feature in his volume of seven
poems entitled A Form of Consolation Poems 1942-1945. The
news of the surrender had reached Bangkok on the 12th
August but took another four days to reach Khanburi.
Durnford writes ‘The worn, tired faces reflected something
akin to shock and disbelief.  There were no demonstrations.
Many sat in silence, some in tears, thanking God it was finished.’

‘VJ Day, Khanburi’

‘Gentleman!’ he said in tears, ‘the war is over’,
Looking towards a yellow hurricane light,

Held up by someone in the struggling crowd,
I glimpsed your face, its usual smile

Checked in bewilderment at so much joy,
So you must once have looked, when, as a boy,

They gave us gifts at Christmas – now, this Freedom.
Silent, the men sat on in darkness, bowed and still,

As though at prayers, or sleeping after death.

Then slowly, one by one, as a great crowd
Of ransomed spirits might attend their Lord,

Began impulsive movements towards the door.
Stars filled the jagged hills, the village slept.

The shuffling feet paused.  Then someone sang,
Timid at first, their voices, gathered in strength,
Sounding a great hymn from the ragged lines,

While, all night long, drums beat in the darkened shrines.

John Durnford (Stan to his Sherborne contemporaries) won
the English Verse Prize three years in succession from 1936 to
1938 as well as the Barnes Elocution Prize, and the Longmuir
English Prize in his last year at Sherborne.  He was also Editor
of The Shirburnian.  Joining the Royal Artillery at the outbreak
of war, he served in the disastrous Malaysian Campaign, which
culminated in the fall of Singapore on the 15th February 1942,
where he became one of the 100,000 allied troops captured by
the Japanese. As a prisoner of war, Durnford was sent to
Thailand to work on the notorious River Kwai railway.  In
conditions of extreme hardship, starvation and humiliation,
only just over 3,000 of the 20,000 British troops sent there
survived the ordeal, and the emotions felt at the scene that he
describes above, can scarcely be imagined.  During his three-
year ordeal, he wrote his verse mostly at night after a gruelling
twelve hour working day where each man was designated a
cubic metre to excavate by hand.  There was no electricity in
the camps and he had to write by the light of a lamp made of
a tin filled with coconut oil.

‘VJ Day, Khanburi’ featured as a reading in the service held in
the School Chapel on the 8th May 2005 to celebrate the 60th
Anniversary of VE Day.  It was a poignant reminder to all of us
present that, as Europe celebrated freedom in May 1945, many
friends and allies were still engaged in the ‘Forgotten War’.      

John Harden
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Sherborne’s Two Royal
Achievements of Arms

The Achievements of Arms are to be found on two buildings,
one standing prominently above the Arch, at the entrance to
the Courts, and the other, more discreetly, over the lintel of
the entrance door to the Old School Room.  Both have been
regally restored during the summer months, due to the
generosity of an Old Shirburnian.

The original Old School Room Achievement was the work of
a Roger Moore in 1608.  At one stage, during the Civil War it
was ordered to be taken down by a Parliamentary officer, a
Captain Helyar, who was himself an Old Shirburnian!   At the
time of the Restoration, the original colours had to be ‘washed
over only with Oyle and some other sad colour without any
more adorning.’ A strange request at the time of the
Restoration in England. The Coat of Arms remained in this
drab condition until 1912 when, decayed beyond further repair,
they were replaced, through the generosity of Mr J B
Carrington, a huge benefactor of the School. The original 17th
century Achievement suffered, in 1937, a huge indignity, being
sold for scrap for £2.  

To compensate for
this, the Governors
asked a master
a t  the  Schoo l
t o  d ev i s e  a
chronogram, which
now lies below the
present coat of
a rms ,  and  i s
probably unique in
that it contains a
double date.

Tecta Draco custos, Leo vinDeX, fLos Decus, auctor
ReX pius, haec servat, protegit, ornat, aLit.

‘This building is protected by a guardian Dragon, defended by an
avenging lion, adorned by a flower emblem, and nourished by a
pious king, our founder’

The first combination of rubricated letters DL + DX + LD + XL
gives 1550, the date of the School’s refoundation.  The second,
D + L + D + X + L + D + X + L comes to 1670, the year of the
chronogram itself and when some restoration of the building
took place. Nearby, on an urn in the garden, is a further Latin
couplet from the pen of Charles Boughey, Headmaster 1928-
1933, couched in lighter vein:

Hanc cigarettanis dona, sis, finibus urnam, Atria qui
fumans docta, viator, adis.

‘Present this urn with your cigarette
ends, you visitor, who approach
these learned halls as a smoker’

The Achievement of Arms above
the main Arch has not enjoyed
such a colourful history. The Gate
Tower was built during 1913-23
and the arms date from this time.
The regilding this summer was
carried out using double 23.5
carat gold transfer leaf.
Approximately ten books of gold
leaf were used for the Gate
House Arms and approximately
five books for the Old School
Room Arms.

Edwardus Sextus
Visitors to the refurbished Big School
Room will notice that the portrait of
King Edward VI, which has overlooked
generations of Old Shirburnians since
1972, no longer hangs there.  The
portrait, which is 10ft x 6ft, is a
nineteenth century copy of a
contemporary one at St James’ Palace
and was lent to the School in 1972 by
Her Majesty the Queen. The painting
has now been returned to Her Majesty
for restoration and will remain in her
collection.

It is planned that the paintings of former Headmasters, which
were previously displayed in the Big School Room, will be hung
in the Old School Room, on completion of its refurbishment. 

The Carmen
The School sings The Carmen in Latin at Lists at the end of each
term.  Some decide to commit it to memory, others may be
consoled by the fact that it is printed in the Blue Book.

Carmen Saeculare

Olim fuit monachorum
Schola nostra sedes;
Puer regius illorum
Fecit nos heredes;

Hoc in posteros amoris
Grande dedit signum;
Sonet ergo Fundatoris
Nomen laude dignum;

Vivat Rex Eduardus Sextus!
Vivat! 

Ergo dum verenda mole
Cana perstat aedes,

Dum recenti gaudet prole
Monachorum sedes,

Stimulet certamen ludi,
Suadeat laboris,

In sigillo sculptum rudi
Nomen Fundatoris

Vivat Rex Eduardus Sextus!
Vivat! 

A number of OS have asked for a translation and we are grateful to
Christopher Knott (a 52-57) for providing this:

Long ago our School was the abode of monks;
A boy-king made us their heirs

And gave this great mark of his love for posterity.
So let the Founder’s name, deserving of praise, resound:

Long Live King Edward the Sixth!

While the venerable pile of the ancient church still stands,
While the abode of the monks continues to take pleasure in the

new generation, 
Let the Founder’s name, engraved on a rough seal, 

Encourage rivalry at play, urge rivalry at work. 
Long Live King Edward the Sixth!

The Carmen, originally in five verses, was composed for the
Commemoration of 1887. The words were written by the Revd
Edward Mallet Young (Headmaster) and the music composed by
Louis Napoleon Parker (Director of Music). 
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Sherborne School Foundation

L
The Giving Report 

Last September you should all have
received the first Foundation Giving Report
and I hope you found this an interesting
read.  If you have any feedback or questions
please do not hesitate to contact the
Foundation Office. It is hoped this will
become an annual publication and that we
are able to celebrate the continued success
of our work which is only possible with the
help of loyal OS, for which we thank you.

Upper Pavilion Opening 

Last year saw the completion of our first
mass participation project with the opening
of the refurbished Upper Pavilion on 2nd
July.  Many of the 110 donors and the family
and friends of James Harding, in whose
memory a plaque was unveiled, witnessed
the opening.  Seamus Crawford the captain
of cricket and Dr Paul Saunders, the captain
of the Pilgrims side on the day, represented
the main users of the Pavilion and
performed the opening. 

Tennis Project 

We have been able to support tennis in the
School with the funding of a new tennis
coach, and the resurfacing of the Hyle Farm
tennis courts with porous tarmac during
the autumn.  We are also looking to further
extend tennis provision.

A Key Objective for the Future –
Scholarships, Bursaries and Endowed
Funds

One of the objectives of the Foundation
this year, and in the future, is to raise
money to fund many more bursaries for
the School. 

Last year the first recipient of the Mr and
Mrs R B Edbrooke Bursary and Scholarship
completed his education at Sherborne in
July. Apart from achieving good A Level
grades, he also had a distinguished School
career in both sport and extra-curricular
activities, as well as becoming Head of
House.  The second recipient of this award
entered the School in September.  The
Foundation has now been able to fully fund
or part-fund five boys through, and
currently in, the School.

The Digby Award

We have also secured the funding from an
anonymous donor for a third Foundation
funded bursary, which will enable us to
recruit a boy into the Sixth Form for
September 2006 entry.  This award will be
offered again in 2008 and 2010. 

The Bow Society

The Bow Society 2005 Lunch was held at
the United Oxford and Cambridge Club,
kindly hosted by John Paine (g 48-53).  I
would also like to thank Geoffrey Manning
(c 31-36), for his unstinting and tireless
support, and for his promotion of the
Society.

New Trustees and Staff 

We are delighted to have welcomed Derrill
Allatt (a 67-72), Rory Powe (h 77-81),
Rodney Short (d 59-64) and Simon Tindall
(g 51-56) to our Board in 2005 and offer our
thanks to James May (h 62-67) who recently
retired from the Board.  In addition, Guy
Hudson (m 76-80) succeeded Michael
French (a 61-65) as Chairman – Michael has
been appointed a Governor of the School.  

We also welcome
Mrs  S tephan ie
Sanchez de Muniain
a s  t h e  n e w
Foundation Officer.
She joined us in
April 2005 as the
second fundraiser,
a l l o w i n g  u s  t o
return to operating
as a full-strength
fundraising team.

Adrian Ballard
Head of The Foundation

Annual Fund 

The Annual Fund is now in its third
year. Many staff have submitted some
exciting and innovative smaller projects
to the Foundation. These include a
laser cutter for design technology, a
grand piano, and the personal
development fund, which includes
some academic and training projects for
both the boys and staff.  We have
fifteen projects in all and hope to fund
many of them this year.

From the 2004/05 Annual Fund, we
have been able to support the Travel
and Tour Bursary Fund, sports science
analysis equipment, and a full-time
tennis coach and we are in the process
of confirming gifts for complete funding
for two other projects.

Events

First Bermuda Reunion

Sunday 16th October 2005 saw the first
formal gathering of OS in Bermuda.
The dinner took place in the Port O Call
restaurant in Hamilton and saw eight
out of ten of the OS on the island
attend along with current and past
parents. All enjoyed the evening
catching up on current news and
sharing memories of their time at
Sherborne. 

New York Reception 

The annual New York gathering took
place on 20th October at the Williams
Club with a reception attended by
twenty OS and Old Girls of Sherborne
School for Girls.  

The evening saw OS from almost all
corners of the US attending the event
and everyone had a great time
exchanging memories and learning
about the work of both schools and the
American Friends of Sherborne. The
reception was followed by an informal
dinner at a local Italian restaurant.  We
are enormously grateful to Tim Lovell
(a 66-71) and Mark Hopkins (m 71-76)
for hosting the evening’s events.

Toronto Gathering 2005

Sunday 23rd October saw a gathering of
OS and Old Girls from Sherborne
School for Girls at an informal evening
at the home of the Chairman of the
joint Canadian Friends of Sherborne,
Sheila MacFeeters. It is hoped that the
small gathering will grow in future years
as the Canadian Friends of Sherborne
expands in number. 
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Sherborne House
The past year has seen great progress at
Sherborne House in Bermondsey after Kids
Company moved into the building during 2004.
Their exhibition, Shrinking Childhoods, which was
held at the Tate Modern in London and opened
by the Archbishop of Canterbury, ran for several
months in early 2005, prompting television
coverage and featuring in several national
newspapers.  Other galleries around the UK have
expressed an interest in hosting the exhibition. 

The arrival of Kids Company has brought a breath
of fresh air to Sherborne House, with the building
now being used to virtually its full potential.  It
has also provided an opportunity for Kids
Company to build relationships with the School
and OS Society, as well as the other schools in
Sherborne. The Headmaster and Chaplain visited
Sherborne House in June and discussed possible
cooperation and visits between the School and
Kids Company.  A group of children and staff from
Kids Company also attended Commem where
there was enormous interest in their work.

Kids Company, and Sherborne House, also
featured in a number of television documentaries
broadcast during the autumn. Some of the recent
developments were summarised in a newsletter
that was circulated at Commem.  This was the
first annual Sherborne House newsletter, and we
hope it will become an important vehicle for
keeping OS informed about the interesting
developments with Kids Company, as well as
other charities that the Sherborne House Trust
will support in the future. 

Finally, Michael Clarkson Webb (d 41-45) has
stepped down as Treasurer of Sherborne House
at Christmas after being involved for nearly fifty
years. Over that time he has seen many changes
and has contributed enormous amounts of time,
ideas and energy to Sherborne House.  The rest
of the committee, not to mention generations of
young people who have benefited from his hard
work, are very grateful to him.  Michael is
succeeded by Angus Cater (c 65-70) whom we
very much welcome – we are delighted to have
his experience on the Committee.

James Nurton (m 87-92)

Camila Batmanghelidjh, a former pupil of Sherborne
School for Girls, is the director and founder of Kids
Company, which took over the occupancy of
Sherborne House in 2004.

Events
Jersey Reception – 10th May 2005

The Channel Islands always seem to lay on
their best weather for OSS visits. Following
some lovely sunshine in Guernsey in April
2004, Jersey in May 2005 was not to be
outdone. In conjunction with Sherborne

School for Girls, we held a drinks party at the L’Horizon Hotel in the beautiful
St Brelade’s Bay.

The island was in a holiday mood, having celebrated the sixtieth anniversary of
Liberation the previous day. The cheerful atmosphere carried over to our party
which was attended by a happy mix of OS, and past and current parents from
both schools.

Media Lunch – 7th July 2005

We were a sombre little group of
OS who made it through to The
Groucho on this fateful day.  Details
of the awful events of that
morning in London were still
unfolding and it was hard to
comprehend the enormity of the
tragedy.  However, we were resolute that this would not force us into total
cancellation and that we would reschedule the lunch for a date in the autumn. 

Media based OS never let us down and we had a great turnout when we
reconvened in Soho on 13th October.  Conversation, laughter, and wine flowed
freely and The Groucho, once again, proved a great location for the lunch. Peter
Moeller (a 51–57) deserves special thanks, especially as he had to organize the
event twice!

I hope that many of our Media OS will be able to attend the 2006 lunch on
Thursday 28th September 2006 – a date for your diaries. 

OS Day – 2nd July 2005

Due to the Town’s and
School’s celebrations of
the 1300th Anniversary of
the arrival of St Aldhelm
in Sherborne, OS Day
2005 moved from its
traditional spot in mid-
May to the last Saturday
before the end of term. 

The School’s former Chaplain, Mark Aitken, always ensured that the Chapel
Service got the day off to a rousing start and his successor, Stephen Gray, carried
on the tradition in fine style.

Both the Reception and Luncheon were held in marquees on the Upper and
this format proved successful, with the School hosting OS, who had left
Sherborne between 1981 and 1995, together with their wives and girlfriends.
Many OS from other generations also attended.  The day culminated in the
opening of the refurbished pavilion by the Captain of Cricket, Seamus Crawford
(f 00-05) and the Captain of the Pilgrims for the day, Paul Saunders (h 71-76).  A
plaque to commemorate the life of James Harding was unveiled by his
contemporaries, Tom Cracknell (m 98-03) and Richard Dowdall (h&b 98-03).  To
further enhance the day, the School and Pilgrims fought out a close, high-scoring
match with youth finally prevailing over beauty! 
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Paris Reunion – 12th April 2005

Following the success of the OS Reunion in Madrid last autumn where Old Shirburnians
met our Fifth Form Spanish students, we repeated the format for a get-together in Paris in
April. The Lower Sixth French students were visiting the city and it seemed a good
opportunity for them to meet OS living and working in France.

Thanks to the organization of Michael Diehl (m 79-84), we enjoyed an evening in the
Nicholas Restaurant above their flagship shop in the Place de Madeleine, where we had an
excellent view of one of the prettiest parts of Paris on a beautiful April evening.  The
interchange between the OS and the boys was, as ever on these occasions, lively and
engaging. 

Dublin Dinner – 17th May 2005

It is a long time since the OSS visited Ireland, so
Anthony Cassidy (b 52-56) and Desmond O’Conor (b
52-57) suggested that it was high time that OS with
Irish connections should arrange a dinner. Desmond
kindly agreed to be the host at the Kildare Street and
University Club on St Stephen’s Green. It always
increases the fun if a venue embodies the spirit of a city
and the Kildare Street Club, with its origins in the
gentle art of duelling (practised in Irish regiments long
after Wellington had outlawed it in British ones), provided the perfect atmosphere to enjoy
superb food and wine in the company of OS and their wives.  Desmond gave a short
speech of welcome and the Headmaster spoke informally about the School and his hopes
for the future.  We shall certainly not allow so much time to elapse before a repeat fixture
is arranged. 

1997 Reunion, Aragon House, SW6 – 16th July 2005

BBQ and beers were the order of the day when the ‘97 year group got together in July. All
attendees received free bets, which Ed Benbow decided to pool together and take to the
local Ladbrokes in Parson’s Green.  Ten minutes later Ed Benbow, Robin Carvell and Henri
Colens returned with £100 profit that went towards the bar kitty and ensured that the
proceedings lasted long into the evening!

Runners and Riders: Tom Ellen (b); Eddie Bartlett (c); Charlie Warren (d); Henri Colens,
Balthazar Fabricius, Ed Benbow, Mark Woolston (e); Rob Henderson, Hugo Shirley (f);
Robin Carvell (g); Charlie Krasun, Phil Chisholm (h); Tom Moon, Cokey Sulkin (m)

Salisbury Party – 26th August 2005

OSS President, Richard Morgan (d 53-58), a resident of
Salisbury, kindly suggested that he, and his wife
Margaret, should host a party at their home for all OS
living in the area. This generated an enthusiastic
response and, on a slightly sultry evening, nearly forty
of us met at Richard’s lovely home in the beautiful
village of Bodenham. The news that Australia were 97 for 5, and nearly 200 runs short of
the follow-on at Trent Bridge, helped to promote a congenial atmosphere. Richard and
Margaret hired a firm of caterers who provided us with a constant stream of delectable
food (no wonder the OS Secretary runs to surplus poundage!) and, together with the
wonderful welcome they gave us, we had a truly memorable evening.

Saturday 11th March
Abbey House Reunion Dinner, Abbey House

Tuesday 11th April
Paris Reunion (venue tbc)

Friday 12th May
Lyon House Farewell Dinner for Patrick Francis

Saturday 13th May
Old Shirburnian Day – includes a hosted
Gaudy for those who left prior to 1955

However, all OS and their families
are most welcome

Friday 16th June
The Digby Farewell Dinner for Alistair Morgan

Thursday 28th September
Media Lunch at The Groucho Club, Soho

Tuesday 24th October
Madrid Reunion

Dates for the following will be announced
as soon as possible:

1981 Reunion • 1996 Reunion
2001 Reunion • Scottish Dinner

London Dinner • President’s Party

Forthcoming Events 2006

VE Day – 60th Anniversary

The spring of each year normally sees
our senior Old Shirburnians congregate
in the RAF Club in London for the
annual ‘Grand Cru Luncheon’ hosted
by John Burningham (f 31-34). This year,
however, we broke from this tradition
when the School kindly suggested that
we should hold a Chapel service and
lunch to celebrate the 60th anniversary
of the cessation of hostilities in Europe.
We were rewarded with an excellent
turnout of OS, who were at the School
at the time of, or prior to, VE Day,
together with their wives and guests.
The School Chapel prompted
emotional memories for so many
during a moving service conducted by
the Chaplain, Stephen Gray. This was
followed by a traditional Sunday lunch
provided by Adrian Williams and his
ever-efficient team. The Headmaster
and the OS President made speeches.
Richard Morgan referred to those
assembled as DOSs (Distinguished Old
Shirburnians).  How right he was! 

John Burningham – 1917-2005

‘Hello, you must be John Harden. I’m
John Burningham. Let me bring you a
glass of champagne.’

I had spoken to John many times on
the telephone, but this was the first
occasion we had met in person.  We
were in the dining room of the RAF
Club in Piccadilly where John used to
love hosting an annual lunch for the
senior Old Shirburnians – the ‘Grand
Cru’. The above words encapsulate
John as I knew him, sadly over far too
short a period of time – he was
welcoming, kind, full of fun and
thoughtful of others.  John’s talent for
forming enduring friendships was
clearly born out by the lifelong bond
that existed between a quartet of Third
Formers, who had arrived in
Abbeylands at the start of their
Sherborne careers in 1931. Seventy-four
years later Peter Barnett, Dick
Blackburn, Henry Mosely, and John
himself, still remained in close touch
with each other.  With John’s passing,
they, and many other OS, have lost a
true and loyal friend.
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Recent OS Publications

William Cooper (staff 52-83)
Why Collage
July 2005
Publisher: Sansom & Company 
ISBN: 1904537308

George Courtauld (b 77-82)
The Pocket Book of British
Patriotism: The History of Great
Britain and the World
September 2005 
Publisher: Sterling Publishing 
ISBN: 1402728352

The Pocket Book of Patriots: 
100 British Heroes
October 2005 
Publisher: Ebury Press 
ISBN: 0091909015

A J Cromie (d 46-51)
The Adventures of Jonathan
Jackdaw
April 2005
Publisher: A H Stockwell Ltd 
ISBN: 072233673X

Keith Geddes (d 55-60)
Please Sir, There’s a Snake in
the Art Room: The Memoirs of a
Headmaster in London and
Nairobi
July 2005
Publisher: Twiga Books
ISBN: 0955067006

Paddy King-Fretts (g 55-59)
Staghunter
September 2005
Publisher: Devon Books 
ISBN: 1841144606

Peter Oborne (d 70-74)
The Rise of Political Lying
April 2005 
Publisher: Free Press
ISBN: 074327560

Tom Pierpont (c 76-77)
The Starmaker Project
November 2005
Publisher: AuthorHouse
ISBN: 1420893939

Anthony Summers (f 56-61) 
Sinatra: The Life
May 2005 
Publisher: Doubleday
ISBN: 0385609248

Please remember that if you order
your books ,  or any other i tems,
on www.amazon.co.uk through the
l i n k  o n  t h e  O S S  we b s i t e ,
www.oldshirburnian.org.uk the Old
Shirburnian Society will benefit.

Friends of Sherborne School (FOSS)
The OSS devotes a great deal of thought to find
ways in which we can help our younger
members.  We are committed to ensuring that as
many of them as possible make use of the Society
and that they do not feel divorced from the
School after leaving.  However, I feel that we tend
to neglect their parents who are also leavers of a
kind.   Many may still wish to remain in touch
with each other and also to be kept informed of
events within the School.  With this in mind, we have formed the ‘Friends of Sherborne
School’ (FOSS) to which parents of leavers are invited to join.  Membership is free and ensures
that they receive a copy of the annual OS Record, The Sherborne Review, School fixture cards
and invitations to certain OS events, especially OS Day. 

FOSS is currently in its infancy and, to date, we have only sent out invitations for membership
to the parents of the 2005 leavers, who do not have a younger child in the School.  We have
been so impressed with the take-up that our aim now is to include as many as possible and
invitations to past parents from the earlier years, will be sent out shortly.  We believe that this
will enable the Old Shirburnian Society to fulfil its aim by embracing all within the Sherborne
community; current parents, past parents, staff and, of course, OS themselves.

1998 DATA PROTECTION ACT

All data is securely held in the OSS/Sherborne School Foundation office and will be treated confidentially and with sensitivity for the benefit of the Old Shirburnian Society, Sherborne
School, the Sherborne School Foundation and their respective members.  The data is available to our international chapters, School academic and administrative departments, recognised
alumni, sports and other clubs associated with the School, and to agents contracted by the above for particular alumni-related projects.

Data is used for a full range of alumni activities, including the sending of Society, School and Foundation publications; the promotion of benefits and services available to alumni,
notification of alumni events and of programmes involving academic and administrative departments.  Data may also be used by the Foundation in fundraising programmes, which might
include an element of direct marketing.

Under the terms of the 1998 Data Protection Act you have the right to object to the use of your data for any of the above.

‘Q’
This being an ‘odd’ year’, there is no ‘Q’ this November.  However, as The Record for 2006
will not be published until after our next meeting – Friday November 17th 2006 – I will
take this opportunity, rather too far in advance for comfort, to add a half-pennyworth of
reminders, exhortations and information.

The ‘Q’ was designed and remains a reunion of
war-time Shirburnians (entry 1937-1944), though I
hasten to add that any OS, particularly those of
peripheral years, are very welcome to join us.  If you
are of that vintage, and have not yet attended a ‘Q’
(there have been six so far) we should be delighted
to see you.  

The day, a School exeat Friday, consists of a morning
and afternoon symposium and a dinner in the

evening.  We have never had less that fifty OS turning out, so one is bound to meet old
friends, if such they be.  It is always interesting to see how people turn out.  One hundred
and fifty-four OS have attended since our inception in 1996.  Take away the number of us
who have died and are categorized as ‘lost touch’, this is a rather high percentage.

So much for the PR, but I would like to encourage those who have not yet joined us that
it is a very enjoyable day, and reluctant members are often among those who enjoy it most,
often to their great surprise.

I shall, as usual, enclose more information than will be contained in a newsletter which will
accompany the invitations for the 2006 reunion.  I can say now, however, that following
our literary investigations – last year we had Robert McCrum (b 66-71) on P G Wodehouse
– one of the Symposia will be on the personalities of the Powys family who left a
considerable mark on English literature in the 1920s and 30s, and should, many might
argue, be better known, particularly in Sherborne.

Finally, and sadly, a word about some losses we have suffered from our membership quite
recently.  Martyn Cundy and Vivian Green; the very last of our war-time masters.  Also, I
should like to mention Tony Beaulah, who has been I would say, our greatest supporter
since the foundation of the ‘Q’. I, personally, shall miss his thoughtful advice very much.

In conclusion, my apologies for any deficiencies in the ‘Q’ administration; the fault is all
mine. And my thanks to the old School, the Headmaster and the OSS office for
encouraging us to continue unreformed and unenlightened in this age of all things digital
and, frequently, incomprehensible.  On the whole the steam engine seemed rather more
enjoyable.

Sam Smart (a 41-44)

John Harden
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Pilgrims

The Club lost one of its most distinguished members this year when
David Sheppard, the erstwhile Bishop of Liverpool, died after a long
and brave battle against cancer.  Sheppard, who captained England
and Sussex, played twenty-two tests over thirteen years for his
country and 230 matches for Cambridge and Sussex, averaging 43.51.
However, he decided that the Church must receive his full
commitment, eventually becoming Bishop of Woolwich and finally
Bishop of Liverpool.   Sheppard’s passing in the Spring was followed
not long afterwards
by the death of
Colin Payne, rugby’s
m o s t - c a p p e d
Shirburnian, who
played for England
i n  t h e  S i x t i e s .
T h e r e  i s  a
formidable team of
OS sportsmen now
plying their trade
in the celestial
heights!

We must also pay tribute to Andrew Yorke, whose death in the
summer robbed the OSSS of their guiding light.  Andrew was involved
in many of the School’s sporting activities, other than sailing and many
Shirburnians owe him a huge debt.

On the field of play, there has been the usual catalogue of mixed
fortunes.  A dramatic one-run victory over Rugby Meteors in the first
round of the Cricketer Cup may have been the catalyst for a decent
run in the competition, but, meeting Charterhouse Friars in the
second round, proved a step too far for the Pilgrims, despite a brave
effort from Hampshire player, Jimmy Adams.  The encouraging aspect
of the games was the clear shift towards selecting a younger
generation, many of whom had not encountered Pilgrims cricket
played competitively – and they clearly enjoyed the experience.
Extraordinarily, next year’s first round is, once more, against the
Meteors (although this time in Sherborne), against whom the Club
has played four times in eleven years.

The rest of the cricketing summer was enthusiastic if not always
satisfactory in terms of results; however, Charlie Warren, restored to
the cricket management helm after his sojourn in Australia, has been
swift to ensure that more and more Pilgrims are involved in playing
cricket, which is very encouraging.

Will Hargrove has tried manfully to bring about additional rugby
fixtures over the course of the past year but for various reasons has
not always been successful. Yet when the Pilgrims do take the field, it
always seems to be a competitive unit on display for the Club.
Probably the pick of the matches was the narrow defeat to the Old
Oundelians, where both sides scored five tries each but the
Oundelians kicked all their conversions whereas the Pilgrims missed
one. Will is always on the lookout for Sunday fixtures, so if anyone can
help him out here, do get in touch.

Hockey continues to prosper under Jimmy Cheung’s stewardship. The
highlight was the double-header in March when the Club side drew
5-5 with Yeovil & Sherborne and then, scarcely pausing for breath, lost
by one goal to the School. It was the standard of hockey that was most
appealing and this is the sort of competitiveness that it is hoped can
be repeated.

Elsewhere in the Pilgrims’ orbit, the squash, fives, tennis and cross-
country managers are keen to welcome more players.  Please may I
emphasise that you do not have to be a Pilgrim in order to represent
the Club, your status as an OS is enough.

Robert Hands (b 87-92)

OSGS
Following on from the festivities of the 75th anniversary in
2004, this year saw some successes for the Society.

Losing in the first rounds of the Brent Knoll Bowl and the
Plate was a disappointing start, but this did not prevent an
excellent run in the Halford Hewitt. After a good win
against Mill Hill in the first round at Sandwich in April, we
had another classic encounter with Winchester, this time
our winning point coming at the 19th. Moving to Deal for
the weekend, we beat Highgate on the Saturday morning
and then played really well to beat Dulwich 4-1 in the
afternoon. So into the semi-finals for only the third time,
previous years being 1954 and 1991.

Rossall were our opponents on Sunday morning and
although we were two points up, their middle pairs proved
too good for us and we lost 2-3. It was a great achievement
to get so far and mention must be made of the top pair of
Rhys Francis (a 69-74) and Clive Martin (a 77-81) who won
all their five matches. The other pairs were: Nick Hyde (d
89-94) and Ed Playfair (m 86-91); Hugo Ambrose (d 76-81)
and Philip Brown (m 86-91); Peter Martin (a 75-79) and
Ashley Sumner-Pike (c 95-98); and Nigel Whalley (a 71-76)
with Nick Aubin (b 77-82) for two rounds, Ed Elliot-Square
(g 91-94) for one round, and John Youngman (b 54-59) for
the last two rounds and two good wins.

A month later we
came down to
earth by failing to
qualify for the
Grafton Morrish
matchplay later in
the year. In the
G L Mellin in July
we lost in the first
round of the Salver to Shrewsbury, the eventual winners,
and then had three solid rounds to win the Plate. The team
was: Mike Falconer (a 57-61) and Gavin Webb-Wilson
(b 57-62); John Youngman and Peter Southcombe (f 50-53);
and Simon Brown (a 52-57) with Martin Ireland (d 52-56)
and Mark Cannon Brookes (h 53-58).

The Society played twenty-nine matches in the year, winning
fifteen, losing ten and halving four. One of the wins was at
Rye in the 50th match against the Club. The winners of the
major prizes at the three meetings were – Spring; Mike
Falconer, David Watney (c 59-64), Bill Davis (a 53-57) and
Fergus Watson (a 46-49) – Summer; Peter Martin, Jonny
Brock (f 81-86), Henry Densham (h&a 95-00) and Tom C B
Williams (f 96-01) – Autumn: Ed Elliot-Square, David
Watney, Peter Martin, Ed Playfair and Gavin Webb-Wilson.

At the AGM in April, Peter Martin was elected Captain, with
Bill Davis and Hugo Ambrose as Vice-captains.

The Society is keen to attract new playing members (higher
handicaps are no barrier) and it was encouraging that 105
members played this year, with fourteen playing for the first
time. There must still be a large number of O S golfers who
are not members and who do not realise what fun they are
missing. To help younger members there has been an
Under-27 subsidy running for many years, and the
Committee has decided to add a further tier of subsidy for
ages 27 to 32. 

Full details of membership and the subsidies are available
from the Hon Secretary, Howard Gill – 020 8946 8588 (H),
020 7863 8494 (O), 07788 628678 (M), hfgill@forsters.co.uk

H F Gill (f 76-81)
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Cross-Country 
2004 – 2005

The December 2004 event started
with a photograph of the team in
their new vests. The conditions were
pretty good and firm underfoot for
the five-mile course over Wimbledon
Common. The team had two recent
stars from the School in Charlie Pitt
Ford and Piers Boshier, of whom we
had high expectations.

Our two younger members started at
high speed and were soon lost to
view. Charlie had been hardened by
his running at Cambridge and kept it
going to deliver a fantastic 17th place,
while Piers, suffering from a shortage
of training, had to settle for 54th
place. We have high hopes of these
two for the future and they could be
the backbone of a winning team.

Nick Mosely ran his usual steady race,
finishing 45th and was the 8th
veteran (over 40) home. James
Kellow was just behind in 48th place,
followed by Piers, and then Chris
Chataway and Angus Cater battling it
out for 78th and 79th place. Sadly,
Simon Leathes had to pull up in the
first 100 yards with an injury. 

Winchester took the King Henry VIII
trophy (open) with four out of the
first five runners home and
Sherborne were 6th out of 20. Not a
bad result. In the Old Brentwood
Trophy (vets) Sherborne were 4th
out of fifteen. If any OS would like to
be sent details of the December 2006
fixture, please email me on
angus.cater@sfs-group.co.uk  

Angus Cater (c 65-70)

Old Shirburnian Sailing Society
It has been another busy and successful year for the
OSSS, with Old Shirburnian crews taking part in a raft
of new and exciting events as well as continuing to
enjoy some of the traditional favourite get-togethers.
Whilst the news has been dealt with more eloquently
elsewhere, it would be remiss of me not to mention
here the very sad news of the death of Andrew
Yorke, the Rear Commodore of the Society and the
man who was responsible, not only for introducing
countless numbers of boys to a lifelong love of sailing,
but also for the genesis of Sherborne as a major
player on the national school sailing scene.  Andrew
continued to play a very active rôle in the OSSS (and indeed in sailing at Sherborne) right
up until the end of his life – his immeasurable contribution to all will not be forgotten.  It
is a tribute to Andrew that his memorial service at Sherborne in November saw the School
chapel packed with representatives of every generation of Shirburnian, old and current.
The service was led by the School Chaplain, the Revd Stephen Gray, with tributes from Ian
Elliott and the Revd Charles Trefusis (g 75-79) and prayers read by the Revd Robert Glen
and the Headmaster (who was proudly sporting an OSSS tie!)  We would like to extend
our thanks to the Headmaster for hosting a reception in the School Dining Hall following
the service.  A fund has been established in Andrew’s memory to ensure the continuation
and furtherance of sailing at Sherborne to which all donations will be gratefully received –
further details are available from the Foundation Office.

An exciting addition to the OSSS Calendar this year was the Belvedere Cup, a team racing
event generously hosted by the Royal Thames Yacht Club.  This took place on the Solent
just off Cowes in April, and saw six OS sailors compete against teams from Bradfield,
Radley, Uppingham and Winchester, as well as two teams from the RTYC Sailing Academy.
Bright sunshine and consistent winds ensured that this was a most successful and
enjoyable event, with a prize-giving dinner held at the Royal London Yacht Club in Cowes.
Our most sincere thanks go to the RTYC for the provision of the boats and race officers
and for their invitation to us to participate in the event. 

The RTYC were also the engineers of another new event on our fixture list, as they invited
three members of the OSSS to travel with them as part of a team to race against the
Annapolis Yacht Club in Maryland in the USA.  John Archer (c 91-96), Ed Whipp (e 91-96)
and Alec Russell (b 99-04) travelled as representatives of the OSSS, and enjoyed three days
of enjoyable (and victorious) racing against the AYC team alongside teammates from
Winchester, Radley and Uppingham.  Again our thanks go to the AYC for their warm
hospitality and to the RTYC for inviting us to participate.

The OSSS again entered a team into the Arrow Trophy, which is ‘the’ event for racing
between Old Boys of the major sailing Public Schools.  Whilst the OS crew was slightly
disappointed not to be at the front of the fleet, there was some very enjoyable racing to
be had, and we eventually finished fifth in the fleet racing. 

Other events this year have included the annual Stanger Leathes racing series between the
OSSS and the School (in which the old duffers have this year been resoundingly beaten);
the annual Boys’ Weekend which is always a great introduction for current pupils at the
School to the world of yacht sailing, a trip down the Thames aboard the ‘Waverley’ – the
world’s oldest ocean going paddle steamer - the annual Boat Show Dinner, and some very
enjoyable cruising both in the Solent and across the Channel.  Sincere thanks as always to
the skippers who have been generous enough to support the Society with the provision
of their vessels, and to the Officers of the Committee for their organization of the fixture
list. 

The OSSS would always be delighted to hear from any OS who are interested in
sailing – please contact the Commodore, Nick Ware, on: 020 8940 6659 or email
nick.ware@chindit.co.uk Neil Duncan (e 91-96)

Transatlantic OSTAR Victory – Mervyn Wheatley (g 57-61) is to be offered sincere congratulations on his fantastic victory in this single-
handed transatlantic race aboard his yacht Tamarind, a Formosa 42.  Mervyn, a former Royal Marine, achieved a corrected time of 23 days,
7 hours and 6 minutes (a winning margin of five precious minutes!)  Mervyn has described Tamarind as 'heavy, slow and comfortable' and
it is certainly worth mentioning that she is equipped with her own bathtub!    

Cowes Week – The Captain's Cup – OS sailor Stuart Jardine (g 47-50), won the Captain's Cup at Cowes Week in the XOD class for a
remarkable sixth time.  Aboard his boat Lone Star, Stuart beat his own brother by just one minute, setting a record of victories that some
believe will never be beaten.  The former Olympian won five races and was never positioned outside the top eight.  Stuart's achievement
is all the more noteworthy when one considers that the XOD is the biggest class at Cowes, this year attracting 79 entries. 
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Engagements
BALMAIN, Charles George Stewart (d 89-92) to Dr Heather Sclater

BOWLES, Magnus Leland (f 80-85) to Signorina Annalisa Mamprin

BUTLER, Jonathan Nicholas (d 89-94) to Miss Emma Hosier

DUNPHIE, Charles Kirwan (a 84-88) to Miss Amanda Engelhart

FAIRHURST, William George St John (m 90-95) to Miss Rebecca Hoy

FAWKNER, Jonathan Staley (e 87-92) to Miss Camilla Bennett

FOYLE, Robert Elliott (e 89-94) to Miss Aly Henley

HARPER, David Charles (e 86-91) to Miss Laura Wood

HART, Aeneas Campbell Mure (Chris) (a 87-92) to Miss Joanna Edmonds

JACKAMAN, Mark James Everard (a 86-91) to Miss Emma Sumner

JOHNSON, Simon Richard (d 89-94) to Miss Louise Bolton

KING, Jonathan Stewart (c 87-92)) to Miss Sophie Capper

MAIDMENT, Thomas Keith William (d 86-91) to Miss Carrie Frais

MALIM, George Richard Wentworth (b 90-95) to Miss Patricia Burns

MILLAR, Fergus Clive Edward (h 81-86) to Miss Lisa Skerry

MOSSE, Patrick Tylden Rutherford (a 90-95) to Miss Rebekah Hajgato

NORMAN, Samuel Thomas Maidment (m 91-96) to 
Miss Josephine Clarke

PLUMSTEAD, James Charles de Vine (h 85-87) to Miss Alexandra Mayne

PORTER, David Timothy Charles (d 9095) to Miss Sarah Krasun

WAYMOUTH, Philip James (m 92-97) to Miss Sarah Copas

WIGLEY, Guy William Gardiner (m 85-90) to 

Miss Daniella Kanstad Hansen

WINGFIELD DIGBY, Stephen Hatton (h 58-63) to Mrs Sylvia Pope

Marriages
BOOTLE-WILBRAHAM, Hon Andrew (h 90-95) to 
Miss Fenella Edwards on 7th May 2005

CLARK, Stephen David (g 87-92) to 
Miss Jane Edith Veitch on 17th September 2005

CLIVE-MATTHEWS, James Nicholas (h 92-97) to 
Miss Eri Miyazaki on 29th October 2005

DOUGLAS, Justin Maxwell (h 84-89) to Miss Jennie Wright, 2003 

HANDS, Robert (b 87-92) to Miss Claire Beirne on 16th July 2005

MACPHERSON, Nicholas Douglas (b 84-89) to 
Miss Emma Southward on 24th September 2005

OLDREY, Edward Nugent (g 88-93) to 
Miss Sarah Burton on 9th April 2005

SCOTT, Benjamin John (c 93-98) to 
Miss Sophia Tupman on 27th August 2005

TYRRELL, Charles Edward Higham (e 86-91) to 
Miss Gentry Garrett on 29th January 2005

WATNEY, David Charles (c 59-64) to 
Mrs Ann Cow on 22nd October 2005

MISSING LIST
The list of missing OS is
published on the website

Hard copy is available from
the OSS office on request

Deaths
ALDERTON, Eldon Charles (b 22-27) 12th June 2005
ALLEN, Peter Muir Spurgeon (a 27- 33) 16th February 2005
ALLERTON, Peter George (a 42-46) 1st October 2005
BANYARD, Ian Michael Louis (a 39-43) 12th November 2005
BARRIS, John Edmund (c 25-30) 25th February 2005
BEAULAH, Edward Antony (g 39-44) 5th July 2005
BLACKER, Anthony Stephen Jeremy (a 52-57) 17th March 2005
BOWN, Charles Nicholas (a 65-69) 1st August 2004
BRABNER, Benjamin Nicholas McOstrich (d 84-88) 10th January 2005
BRAMMALL, David Gurth (b 37-39) 24th February 2005
BRIDGES, Robert Brook (f 44-49) 10th March 2005
BRYMER, John Hanway Parr (a 27-31) 23rd September 2005
BUCHANAN, John David (Staff 48-57) 26th July 2005
BUCKLE, Richard David (c 52-56) 19th July 2005
BULMER, Alfred David Bowyear (f 33-38) 11th October 2004
BURNINGHAM, John (f 31-34) 5th September 2005
BUTLER, Issac Frank (b 29-31) 21st April 2005
CAPPS, Frederick Peter Anders (g 45-50) 19th November 2005
CLARKE, Richard Scamander (b 35-40) 30th November 2005
CROMPTON, John Hilary Gavey (d 40-45) 11th October 2004
CUNDY, Henry Martyn (Staff 38-67) 25th February 2005
CUTHBERT, Peter Kennedy (b 40-45) 6th March 2005
DAVID, Michael Norton (d 42-46) 27th May 2005 
DOUGLAS, Nigel Patrick (d 69-73) 11th August 2005
EDWARDES, Philip Keith Trevor (c 43-47) 14th December 2004
EDWARDS, George William Antony (g 28-31) 18th March 2005
EUMAN, Michael Neville Charles (b 50-54) 27th September 2005
GIBB, James Hamilton Percival (Staff 48-80) 17th May 2005
GIBBON, Robert Maurice (d 40-44) 10th December 2004
GOULLET, Dennis Sebastian Peter (d 39-40) 1st July 2005
GREEN, Vivian Hubert Howard (Staff 42-51) 18th January 2005
GREENWOOD, Nigel Palin (f 54-59) 14th April 2004
HAMERSLEY, Arthur (g 36-40) 29th September 2005
HAMILTON-FLETCHER, Simon Alexander (b 45-48) 1st September 2004
HARRIS, David Alan (c 32-37) 25th October 2005
HARTGILL, John Clavering (d 39-40) 18th March 2003
HEAL, Michael Dolamore (g 52-57) 2nd October 2005
HEWITT, George Basil (a 34-39) 22nd January 2005
HODGSON, Michael Hadden (g 34 -36) 19th February 2005
HOLLISS, John Peter (a 38-42) 3rd November 2005
HOUSE, Terence Stuart (a 47-50) 1st July 2005
HOYLAND, John Algernon (c 34-39) 14th March 2005
INGE, John Edward Morres (b 53-58) 9th October 2005
JACOB, John Claud (a 39-42) 1st February 2005
JAMES, Jeremy Barber (a 47-51) 4th September 2005
JAMESON, Julias Pridden (d 37-40) 28th January 2005
JEE, Colin Scott (a 46-50) 5th March 2005
JONES, Bruce Victor (a 33-36) 28th February 2005
KINGSTONE, Joseph Warwick (a 36-41) 20th February 2005
KINNERSLEY, Richard Alan (b 21-26) 27th April 2005
LANDSBERG, Michael (c 40-44) 16th October 2004
LANE, Thomas Ronald Henry (a 47-49) 28th October 2004
LANG, Anthony William (g 42-46) 15th November 2005
LAW, Horace Rochfort (d 25-29) 30th January 2005
LEADER, Timothy Charles (a 40-45) 27th March 2005
LORD, John Anthony David (h 39-43) 16th November 2005
LYTLE, Simon William St John (g 54-58) 17th October 2004
McCRUM, Michael William (b 37-42) 16th February 2005
McDOUGALL, Colin Douglas (d 41-44) 3rd January 2004
MERMAGEN, Robert Patrick Haughton (b 50-53) 7th April 2004
MOGER, Richard Vernon Derwent (g 32-34) 5th April 2005
MURRAY, Keith Fendall (g 43-47) 6th October 2005
NELSON, John Leslie (d 29-33) 21st August 2005
O’KEEFFE, Declan Barry (g 62-66) 1st December 2005
OXLEY, Gordon Ralph (c 28-30) 24th March 2005
PAINE, Michael Howard (g 71-75) 1st July 2003
PARSONS, Louis Howard (d 57-61) 21st February 2005
PAYNE, Colin Martin (f 51-55) 7th March 2005
PAYNE, Anthony John (f 55-59) 7th November 2005
PEARN, Anthony Warwick Cory (c 38-42) 18th July 2005
RAYMOND, David William (h 40-44) 17th January 2005
ROE, Gerald Bertram (a 38-42) 1st June 2005
RUSSELL, Bernard James (f 28-33) 14th January 2005
SANDERS, John Forbes Ingalton (b 56-60) 1st September 2005
SHEPPARD, David Stuart (g 42-47) 5th March 2005
SHERIDEN, Howard Lewis Brinsley (a 29-35) 17th June 1995
SHERRARD, Antony Arnold (f 68-72) 28th January 2005
SHEWEN, Antony Gordon Mansel (g 41-45) 15th February 2005
SLADE, Guy Malcolm (c 48-53) 18th November 2005
SPROULE, Brian James (g 38-42) 16th January 2005
TRETHOWAN, John (c 21-26) 28th September 2005
van der HORST, Richard Evert (h 80-84) 14th March 2005
van STRAUBENZEE, Philip Turner (a 25-30) 20th October 2005
WALKER, John Keith (c 47-50) 27th July 2005
WATTS, Michael Leslie (a 33-37) 22nd March 2004
WRIGHT, Malcolm George (b 46-50) 6th December 2004
WYNTER-BEE, John Roy (f 38-41) 11th August 2005
YORKE, Andrew John (Staff 62-99) 28th August 2005
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Obituaries
Since the last publication of the Record, the following obituaries now appear in full on the OSS website: 

www.oldshirburnian.org.uk   
If you would like a hard copy of any of these, or of those listed in last year’s Record, 

please contact the OSS Office

Tony Beaulah (g 39-44)
General Sir Jeremy Blacker (a 52-57)

Peter Boissier (staff 48-82)
John Buchanan (staff 48-57)

Martyn Cundy (staff 1938-1967)
Jim Gibb (staff 48-80)

Vivian Green (staff 42-51)
Nigel Greenwood (f 54-59)

Admiral Sir Horace Law (d 25-29)
Simon Lytle (g 54-58)

Michael Marsham, Earl of Romney (h 24-28)
Michael McCrum (b 37-42)

David Sheppard, Lord Sheppard of Liverpool (g 42-47)
Antony Sherrard (f 68-72)

Philip van Straubenzee (a 25-30)
Andrew Yorke (staff 62-99)

Peter Boissier (staff 48-82)

PPeter Boissier, who has died aged eighty-
two, was a housemaster at Sherborne
School, where his combination of character,
moral certainty and muscular Christianity
influenced successive generations of boys.

With his laconic unshockability, ‘brothel-
creeper’ suede boots, duffel-coat and
reeking pipe, ‘Chaps’ – or ‘Peter B’ – came
to be more closely associated with the
ancient foundation than any of the four
headmasters he served over thirty-four
years.

Peter Clement Boissier was born on 28th
March 1922 and educated at Harrow,
where his father was headmaster. After
captaining a spectacularly successful rugby
XV as a virtuoso scrum-half, he went up to
Corpus Christi, Cambridge, intending to
become a mining engineer; but since this
was a reserved occupation and many of his
friends were being killed, he volunteered
to join the Royal Navy after a year.

Boissier first went to sea in the sloop Ibis,
which sunk several Junkers bombers before
being torpedoed by a Heinkel.  On being
ordered to abandon ship, the crew sang For
Those in Peril on the Sea as they slid down
into the sea.  More than half the company
was lost; but Boissier survived three hours
in the water before being picked up.

He returned home to be commissioned at
HMS King Alfred before being appointed to
Grenville, in which, under fire, he proved an
enthusiastic if slightly trigger-happy
marksman in charge of a Bofors gun.  He
next joined Jervis, which had part of its
bows blown off by a gilder bomb during
the Anzio landings.  Just  before the D-Day
landings, when he was in action off
Arromanche, Boissier invited his parents’
friend the artist Norman Wilkinson to
accompany him. Security officers objected.
Jervis’s captain, Norman Hill, ordered the
artist off his ship, then said: ‘Oh good, 

you’re not going.  Come and have a drink.’
For the next fortnight, the 65-year-old
Wilkinson roamed over the ship in tin
helmet and flash gear.  One result was a
sketch in oils of Jervis bombarding German
positions, which Wilkinson gave to Boissier
as a wedding present.  Another was a large
painting of H-Hour with Jervis’s guns
flashing in the middle; it now hangs at HMS
Dryad, which was Eisenhower’s HQ.

After the war ended, Jervis’s crew was
charged with preventing a rush of Jewish
immigrants entering Palestine as the British
mandate was coming to an end.  Boissier
was patrolling a jetty at Haifa one midnight
when a suspicious-looking caique hove into
view.  A murmur of voices could be heard
on board.  As the patrol closed in on their
knees, bayonets were fixed.  Then rising
with the call ‘Come on, boys’, Boissier led
the charge on to the boat – to find that he
and his men had landed amongst a deck
cargo of goats.
Although there were expectations that he
would have a distinguished career, Boissier
returned to Cambridge where he played
games with relish and did a one-year
Geography degree; then, after hearing that
maths masters were in short supply, he did

another year reading Engineering Studies.
The day after the May Week Ball, he
married Jo Yeoman, who played a full part
in their successful partnership at the
School.

Boissier served first as tutor, then took
over as housemaster of Lyon House.  This
had been built by Alick Trelawney-Ross,
who discouraged Sixth Form boys such as
the cricketer-bishop David Sheppard from
studying History and English because he
believed those who taught these subjects
were Communists; he was succeeded by
Colonel Hughie Holmes, who ran it like a
crack regiment. Boissier imposed a breezy,
outwardly relaxed regime, which was
bolstered by an arcane vocabulary with
such phrases as ‘Anybody want to turn
their bicycle round?’ – which meant, ‘Does
anyone need to go to the lavatory?’

On taking over School House in 1968,
Boissier faced some initial hostility; but his
good humour, honesty and common sense
paid off, and the House thrived as Lyon had
done beforehand. An outspoken man he
was once asked by the journalist Tim Heald
on a television programme for his
recollection of the young Heald at school.
‘Bloody awful,’ was the reply.

After retiring in 1982, Boissier
masterminded a first-ever financial appeal
on behalf of the school, in which he raised
£1 million by indefatigable arm-twisting
and long letters in almost indecipherable
handwriting.  For some years he lived in
the nearby village of Hazelbury Bryan,
where he was chairman of the parish
council, before moving back to Sherborne
as he and his wife battled with debilitating
illness.

Peter Boissier, who died on November 8
2004, is survived by his wife Jo, his
daughter Wendy and his son, Rear-Admiral
Paul Boissier.
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Jim Gibb (staff 48-80)

T
‘There were giants in the earth in those days,’ Genesis 6, verse 4.

There certainly were: and Jim Gibb was, and is, one
of them. Those who knew him later in his life –
apparently well settled in the comparatively
respectable calling of a schoolmaster, and walking
the streets of  Sherborne, whose history he knew so
well and of which he wrote so often – would not
have guessed that he began his life as if in a book by
Robert Louis Stevenson.

To begin with, as a small boy, he was called Hamilton.
He was born in Montreal, but his parents eventually
moved to the island of Nevis in the West Indies; his
father died when Hamilton was five, and his mother
married a Baronet, whereupon he was shipped off
to Warwickshire, where a blind uncle agreed to
adopt him.  He was renamed Jim by the crew of the cargo boat on which he travelled
– and the name stuck.  

His uncle was a parson of whom he became very fond, and Jim thought of following him
into the church.  His life became steadier; he was educated at King’s School, Canterbury
and went up to King’s College, Cambridge in 1939 – when war intervened.  After a year
he joined up and began his adventures again.  At first he was in the Worcesters; he then
moved to the Royal Artillery as a forward observation officer throughout the European
campaign, then he went to India as a Paratrooper.

After the war he returned for two years to Cambridge to read History and English, and
soon after became a master at Sherborne, filling what was intended to be a temporary
post only. This temporariness continued, however, until he retired from the School in
1980. His only break from Sherborne was a year’s exchange with Loomis School in
Connecticut.

He was very widely read, especially in Medieval History and he devoted himself to the
teaching of History in the School.  But he also devoted himself to the town, its history
and its institutions.  He was involved with the Museum from its start in 1965 and
became its president; he was a brother in the almshouse and he devoted himself to the
history and archaeology of the Abbey and its rôle in the town and the School, including
several digs which unearthed details of the School’s past.  He wrote a good deal on
these subjects, including The Book of Sherborne in the year after he retired from
teaching. He was president of the historical society; he drew and painted to illustrate
local history and he was a skilful model maker, notably of the Old Castle and of
Shakespeare’s Globe. All this earned him a Fellowship of the Society of Antiquaries.

In 1966 he became Housemaster of Abbeylands, where he ran a civilised and happy
regime, avoiding housemasters’ meetings where possible.

He married in 1952, and his and Sally’s family life was always a great happiness in his life.
His wife and his children have always been a notable part of their surroundings. Sally
and his eldest daughter are doctors; another daughter and a son are teachers and one
son is a BBC correspondent in South America; their five grandchildren also do not
shrink from becoming a notable part of whatever is surrounding them.

A notable life, thoroughly, effectively and happily lived; those of us who shared in it are
much in his debt.

Robert Glen (staff 60-90)

Huw Ridgeway writes on behalf of the History Department: Jim was a great scholar
whose work in Local History was of lasting importance. First of all, although Jim himself
paradoxically published much on the Abbey, his Book of Sherborne helped to set new
standards in de-mythologising Sherborne’s history. He shifted the focus away from
traditional Abbey, Castle and School towards a more rounded and professional picture
of the town embracing society, economy and the too often forgotten ordinary citizens.
Secondly, his seminal papers with their wealth of archaeological and architectural detail
remain permanent building bricks for any future studies on the Abbey and the Abbey
area in the centre of town.  And finally, Jim left a great legacy in his vivid reconstructions,
based on rigorous examination of the evidence, of the Abbey and School (and Castle’s)
past appearances.  To hear Jim give a lecture about how Sherbornians – who would
believe it – nearly burned down the great Abbey in an anticlerical riot was to be
transported back effortlessly five hundred years at the hands of a true Master. We of the
‘younger generation’ are constantly in his debt, and we teach in his shadow.

David Sheppard (g 42-47)
David, my husband, lived life to the full.
He died at peace. He excelled at his
cricket and later in his leadership as a
bishop in London and Liverpool. He
showed passion in standing up for those
who live outside the mainstream of
society – The Left Behind - The Excluded,
as he put it.  He knew that his life was a
privileged one and he felt a powerful
sense of duty to serve God in society.  He
made the most of his talents at Sherborne
and Cambridge and he enjoyed the
challenge of his education.  He put what
he had learned to good use, and teamed
up with like-minded people (or ‘allies’ as
he called them).  He believed in the
dignity and potential of each human
being.  He was a man of courage, and
often his commitment to social justice
called him to take a stand that was not
always popular with the establishment.

His journey of
living with cancer
for the last four
years has brought
out the essence
of the man. As
h i s  c a r e r ,  I
have been inspired
by his gentle
determination to
make the most of

the life he had left.  He was always
grateful for every act of caring however
small. When liver cancer was diagnosed
one wet, dark Friday night, we decided to
go to the theatre. My Fair Lady was being
performed and Professor Higgins’ Damn!
Damn! Damn! Damn! served us well for
the following week! We believed in being
positive, whatever life brought, if possible.
He faced each new piece of bad news
about his health with reality and good
humour.  Above all his faith helped him to
entrust his life, with all its challenges, to
Jesus Christ who was his model.  This
gave him direction and hope.  He knew
where he was going.  He knew he was
never alone.  He never lost hope.

My experience of living with David during
his illness was rich and full of love. This
underlines to me how precious life is.  It
also helps me as I adjust to life without
him.  It can help us all.  We do not always
understand when we are young, that
every minute of life is a gift to be
treasured.  David’s positive spirit is
stronger than ever now, and it can spur
us on to do what we can to make the
most of our talents and to devote our
energy to the service of others while we
have time.

Grace Sheppard – June 2005
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Andrew Yorke (staff 62-99)

A Tribute from the Old Shirburnian Sailing Society

Andrew Yorke was born in Croydon on 30th January 1939 immediately
before the outbreak of the Second World War.  He was the younger of two
children. He was sent away to school at Dulwich College, with which he
retained links until his death.  After leaving Dulwich, Andrew studied
Mechanical Engineering at Manchester University where, having been
brought up with impeccable manners, he used to say he found northern
bluntness quite an eye-opener.

On leaving Manchester, Andrew joined the Mathematics department at
Sherborne in 1962 – one of the first non-Oxbridge recruits.  Apart from
teaching, he soon became involved with sailing which thrived under
Andrew.  He built the Sailing Club up to become the largest and most
successful school sailing club in the country.  Not only did Andrew dedicate
his summer term to Tuesdays, Thursdays and weekends at Arne but also
gave up half-term and the first week of the summer holidays to run fun-
filled Sailing Club Camps, which were enjoyed by generations of
Shirburnians.  Always keen to make sure the School had the best fleet, a
succession of different boats could be found at Arne; Fireflies, Cadets, Larks,
the Jolly Boat, Javelin 420s, 470s, 505s and more recently Andrews’ own
Hobie-Cat which was sailed far more by the boys than by him!

Not content with sailing at Poole in the summer, Andrew was also
instrumental in persuading the local water authority to open up Sutton
Bingham Reservoir for sailing in the early 1970s.  He was a founder member
and Trustee of Sutton Bingham Sailing Club and introduced a School fleet
of 420s for use in the winter months and for racing.

Other than sailing, Andrew will be remembered as Resident House Tutor
in Abbeylands whilst Robert Glen was Housemaster up to 1983.  Andrew
loved classical music and would often take boys to Bournemouth
Symphony Orchestra concerts. He also frequently visited Glyndebourne
and the Royal Opera House. At Sherborne his other responsibilities
included looking after the minibus fleet and sorting out the prangs of
careless staff.  He also arranged ‘cover’ when other members of staff were
ill or unavailable – but quickly learnt that often the easiest option was to
take the lesson himself.

Ever popular, Andrew would always go out of his way for others and never
had a bad word to say about anyone.  His friends always loved to hear his
amusing stories – often relating to some unfortunate mishap that had
befallen a boy, friend or colleague many years before.

Andrew retired in 1999 but remained involved with the Old Shirburnian
Sailing Society, of which he was Rear Commodore, and also continued to
help Chris Hamon with the sailing.

For further tributes to Andrew, please refer to the OSSS website: 

www.osss.org.uk

John Buchanan (staff 48-57)
John Buchanan, who has died aged 88, was a
remarkable teacher and a radical headmaster,
despite his somewhat austere military bearing and
demeanour – even in old age he carried his
considerable height like the Guards officer he once
was, and maintained the neatly trimmed
moustache of his caste.

He was a genuine lover of English Literature who
managed to convey his passion and knowledge to
generations of pupils at Westminster, Sherborne
and Oakham. As headmaster at Oakham he
succeeded in restoring the ramshackle Rutland
institution he inherited in the 1950s to glories it
had never previously known, even in the days of its
16th-century foundation.

John David Buchanan was born on 26th October
1916 and educated at Stowe, where his headmaster
was the innovative J F Roxburgh and where he was
taught English by the eccentric T H White, author
of such Arthurian classics as The Sword in the Stone.
Both men had a profound influence on the young
Buchanan. 

Roxburgh informed his concept of leadership, and
specifically of headmastership, while White
imparted not only a love of English Literature but
also an idiosyncratic method of teaching it. The ‘ti-
tum-ti’ dictations pioneered by White were
perfected by Buchanan and perpetuated by his
own pupils, some of whom went on to use the
same conceit when teaching pupils of their own.

From Stowe, Buchanan progressed to Trinity
College, Cambridge, where he fell under the spell
of ‘Dadie’ Rylands. He was also joined at Trinity by
a fellow Stoic, John Melvin, who not only became
Buchanan’s closest friend but also pursued a career
which parallelled Buchanan’s in almost every
respect.

At the outbreak of the Second World War
Buchanan was commissioned into the Grenadier
Guards, becoming Adjutant to the 3rd Battalion in
1941 and Brigade Major to the First Guards Brigade
in 1943. He was appointed MBE in 1944.

After the war he served for a year as Private
Secretary to Sir Alexander Cadogan, another
Grenadier, and Britain’s representative at the
United Nations, but then executed a surprising
change of career by becoming a schoolmaster at
Westminster Under School and then Sherborne, in
Dorset, where his old Stowe and Trinity friend,
John Melvin, was already installed as an assistant
master.

Buchanan displayed apparent ly  d ivergent
tendencies during his nine years at Sherborne. On
the one hand he was the ramrod-backed
commanding officer of the Combined Cadet Force;
on the other he was the romantic, sensitive English
master in charge of the bright-ish boys of Form 3A
in an ancient classroom adjoining a small quad
under the dramatic west front of Sherborne’s
magnificent ham-stone Abbey.
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The two sides of his character seemed, to some, an uneasy fit. Aesthetically inclined
members of staff and pupils sometimes thought him over-conventional, while the
more conventional regarded him as a dangerous aesthete. Enemies accused him of
falling between stools; his supporters thought his ability to sympathise with different
points of view marked him out as enlightened and tolerant.

Much as he loved the physical beauty and some, if not all, of Sherborne’s institutional
ethos, Buchanan was restless and ambitious, and in his early forties he began to apply
for better jobs elsewhere. Both he and John Melvin put in for the headmastership of
Oakham School in Rutland, which Buchanan won.  Shortly afterwards, Melvin won
the headmastership of Kelly College, Tavistock.

Oakham had been presented to him as a sort of Midlands equivalent of Sherborne,
but when he arrived Buchanan was confronted with a depressingly different reality. 

The school had fallen on hard times: there were only 45 boys in the sixth form; no
English was offered at A-level, nor any Art or Music. As he commented years later
to the Headmasters’ Conference: ‘Under these inflexible and limited circumstances,
small was certainly not beautiful.’

It was not in his nature to accept this status quo, and his pithy advice to the school
governors in his first annual report was: ‘Expansion – that means more masters,
more classrooms, more everything.’

In his twenty years of headmastership the school trebled its overall size and the sixth
form increased to more than 300. 

Buchanan’s reforming radical zest and
energy were vital to this growth, but two
other factors were vital ingredients. The
first was that he immediately recognised
the values of co-education. This notion
seemed to run counter to everything in his
background; but, as the father of four boys
and four girls, he had first-hand experience
of a growing society in which both sexes
co-existed on equal terms.

Co-education was already being introduced
in a somewhat nervous sixth form-only
sense in other public schools, but Buchanan
grasped the nettle and decided that at

Oakham boys and girls should be admitted on an equal basis from the very
beginning. ‘A monosex school,’ he later declared, ‘is basically an unnatural institution,
whilst a co-educational school inevitably takes on something of a family.’ By the time
he retired, nearly 400 of the 950 Oakham pupils were siblings and two dozen of the
teaching staff had children at the school.

The other contributor to this family success was an Old Oakhamian, John Jerwood,
who had made a fortune in the Japanese pearl industry. Jerwood was so won over
by the new headmaster’s enthusiasm that he became a prodigious benefactor, to
such an extent that Buchanan said: ‘It is no exaggeration to regard him as the school’s
second founder.’ The two men were responsible for a programme of new building
unprecedented in almost 400 years of the school’s history.

After retiring in 1977, Buchanan became administrator of the Inchcape Educational
Scholarship Scheme and consultant to the Jerwood Foundation. He also wrote a pithy
account of his headmastership, entitled, with a wry genuflection to his military past,
Operation Oakham. A year later he published An Oakham Overture to Poetry, inspired
by his two favourite anthologies of verse – his old tutor Rylands’s Ages of Man and
Lord Wavell’s Other Men’s Flowers. 

The book is part anthology, and part teaching manual. ‘I hold,’ he wrote in it, ‘that it
is a function of poetry to be declaimed, poetry in its ballad origins being a
declamatory art form . . . I make no apology for having, over a period of thirty years,
required numerous pupils to acquire at least a modicum of poetry in this way.’

John Buchanan died on 26th July. His first wife, Janet, whom he married in 1946, died
in 1990; he married secondly, in 1992, Banoo Ransamy, who survives him with seven
of the children of his first marriage.

M

Michael McCrum (b 37-42)
Headmaster who revived the fortunes of
Eton and became Master of Corpus
Christi, Cambridge.

Michael McCrum, the former Head Master
of Eton, who died on 16th February aged
80, began the school’s recovery from the
years of upheaval under his predecessor,
Anthony Chevenix-Trench.

‘Chummy’ Trench, Head Master from 1963
to 1970, was a likeable and friendly man
with many qualities besides, but he was
overawed by the task of running such a
large and famous institution.  As a prisoner
of war of the Japanese on the Burma
Railway, Trench had shown stoic courage
and leadership.  But as Tim Card observed
in his superb history of the school Eton
Renewed (1994), his physique was not now
up to a demanding job.  He turned to
alcohol for relief from the pressures, and
because of his damaged constitution, was
easily affected by it. He also gained a
reputation for overdoing corporal
punishment.  Discipline suffered just when
the school was struggling to cope with
what Card called ‘two largely new areas of
exploration’ – drugs and girls.

In McCrum, who was chosen for the job in
1969 and took up his duties the next year,
Card perceived the antithesis of Trench:
‘He (McCrum) has exceptional ability to
master issues and to make decisions; he is
physically robust with a distinguished
presence; it is hard to doubt that he would
have reached a position of eminence in
whatever career he had chosen.’

After his appointment, word quickly got
round prep schools that a firm hand was
on the tiller. Among the first of his reforms
was to tackle the fraught problem of long
hair; trendy Etonians arriving back at
school with hair that descended over their
collar found themselves steered towards
the barber’s (this was not a new rule, as
McCrum was a pains to point out, but it
had not been enforced).

He also made several changes to the entry
procedures, including scrapping the
practice of guaranteeing entry to the sons
of Old Etonians (by 1994 only 30 per cent
of the boys were sons of old boys), and,
following the example of McCrum’s
previous school, Tonbridge, introducing
junior scholarships for 10-year-olds from
state schools, to allow the boys to spend
time at prep schools before coming to
Eton.

He extended the freedom of boys to dress
as they liked in their spare time, brought
an end to corporal punishment by boys
and minimised fagging.  Although himself a
devout Christian, he made attendance at
weekday chapel services optional,
instituting Alternative Assembly held in Daily Telegraph ©
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School Hall.  He gave strong
encouragement to the Arts,
with the result that music and
drama flourished as never
before.

By the time McCrum left the
school in 1980 to be Master of
his old Cambridge college,
Corpus Christi, his promotion
of Eton as a centre of academic
excellence had borne fruit in
better than ever A-Level and
Oxbridge results.  His basic
management of the school was
deemed superb, and although
he could seem a distant figure,
he was said to know the
names of every boy and his
parents.

Michael William McCrum was born at Alverstoke, Hampshire, on 23rd May
1924, the third son of Captain C R McCrum, RN, and his wife Ivy, née
Nicholson.  His great-grandfather, R G McCrum, manufactured linen in Ulster,
supplying the Titanic among others, and built the model village of Milford
outside Armagh.

Michael grew up at various naval bases where his father was stationed at home
and abroad.  He became a fine all-round sportsman and won scholarships to
Sherborne and to Corpus Christi, Cambridge, to read Classics.  But before he
could go up he was called up and joined the Royal Navy as an ordinary seaman,
serving in the first Arctic convoys, off Sicily during the bombardment.  Out in
the Far East, as navigating officer of the aircraft carrier Victorious, he was on the
receiving end of the Japanese kamikaze campaign, and was four days off Japan
when the atom bomb hit.

After the war he took up his place at Cambridge, where he emerged with a
Double First with distinction.  He taught at Rugby from 1948 until 1950 (when
he met his future wife Christine, daughter of the headmaster Arthur fforde),
then became a Fellow and Tutor of Corpus Christi until his appointment as
headmaster of Tonbridge in 1962, aged 37.

As headmaster, McCrum soon gained a reputation as a commanding
personality with a progressive streak – albeit tempered with doses of firm
discipline.  He raised academic standards and oversaw changes such as making
the Corps voluntary, allowing senior boys to go to the cinema and wear
informal clothes in the evenings (he was keen that they should mix more with
the town) and abolishing personal fagging and boys beating boys.

By 1969 the Eton Provost and Fellows had decided that he was the man they
wanted to succeed Chevenix-Trench, although they were not so confident he
would accept.  A personal approach from the Provost Lord Caccia, however,
proved enough to twist his arm.  Apart from having taken the Eton Scholarship
unsuccessfully , he had no connection with the school, which he felt gave him
the detachment to rule it effectively.

As Master of Corpus Christi, McCrum oversaw the admission of women
students and was again much admired for his administrative abilities.  In 1987
he was appointed Vice-Chancellor of Cambridge University, a post he held for
two years.

In 1990 he was appointed head of the Cathedrals’ Fabric Commission, a new
statutory body set up to stop cathedrals from carrying out unsuitable structural
work or selling their treasures.  In that year he also published Thomas Arnold:
Head Master, a 123-page reassessment of the celebrated headmaster of Rugby.

Michael McCrum was appointed CBE in 1998, which many felt was meagre
public recognition of his glittering and wide-ranging career.

From his marriage, in 1952, to Christine fforde, he had three sons and a
daughter.  His family life was notably happy, but he knew how to leave it
behind when he crossed the corridor to deal with his charges.

Daily Telegraph ©

T

Admiral Sir Horace Law 
(d 25-29) 

Chairman of Governors 1973 – 1978

Gunnery officer whose influence was felt both
in sea training and in the improvement of
communications in the submarine service.

The defining moment in the life of Admiral Sir
Horace Law occurred when, as a young
midshipman aboard the battleship Valiant in 1931,
he attended an evening church service on the Rock
of Gibraltar and underwent a religious experience
which confirmed his Christian belief. This
remained with him throughout his service career.
‘The gunroom – or junior officers’ mess – of a
battleship,’ he wrote later, ‘is not the most
promising ground for developing a religious
experience . . .  nevertheless, the light, feeble at
times, never went out . . . ’

Born in Dublin in 1911, the son of a surgeon, Horace
Rochfort Law was a direct descendant of Horatio
Nelson’s elder brother, the Revd William Nelson,
through his great-great-grandmother, Charlotte,
Duchess of Brontë.  A sickly child, he failed to enter
Dartmouth Naval College at the age of 13, later
succeeding in 1929 as a public school entrant after
four years at Sherborne School.  He specialised as
an advanced, or ‘dagger’, gunnery officer,
graduating in July 1939, not long before the
outbreak of war.

As a gunnery officer of the old cruiser Cairo, which
had been refitted with modern anti-aircraft
armament, Law took part in East Coast convoy
operations until the start of the melancholy
Norwegian campaign. With Allied forces
endeavouring to combat the German invasion,
Cairo circled the fjords expending a large amount
of ammunition against high-level bombing.  Law
paid tribute to the unsung heroes of the Naval
Armament Service who, in unarmed ships,
attended the warships, repeatedly supplying them
with ammunition.

Perhaps typical of early British difficulties in waging
an efficient war, Cairo, with light cruiser Effingham
and the South Wales Borderers embarked, set out
for an ill-conceived landing at Bodø.  Steaming too
fast in rock-infested waters, Effingham tore out her
bottom, causing the operation to be called off.
Law recalled the commander of the combined
services, Admiral of the Fleet the Earl of Cork and
Orrery, when splashed by a stick of bombs on
Cairo’s bridge, unconcernedly shaking off the water
and repolishing his monocle.  Cairo had nineteen
sailors killed.

After Cairo was damaged off Narvik, Law went to
the Mediterranean as gunnery officer in the anti-
aircraft cruiser Coventry, escorting the first convoy
to Malta after the Italians declared war.  This was
Operation Hats in August 1940, in which there was
also a major reinforcement of Admiral
Cunningham’s Mediterranean fleet.  With no let-
up, Coventry and her sister anti-aircraft cruisers –
described by Cunningham as ‘grand little ships’ –
escorted convoys all over the Aegean and along
the North African coast to Tobruk.
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The arrival of German forces to aid the Italians in early 1941 resulted in
many naval sinkings from the Luftwaffe’s vastly more efficient dive-
bombing, a threat which revealed inadequacies in the naval anti-aircraft
fire control systems of the day.  Nevertheless, Coventry, despite being
damaged by a torpedo, played a gallant rôle in the British landings in
Greece, and the subsequent evacuations of Greece and Crete, mostly
under intense air attack.  Law was awarded the DSC.

After a hard-fought action against the Vichy French off Syria, Law was sent
home by troopship round the Cape and on arrival married Heather
Coryton in December 1941.  A feature of the wedding was a large cake
made by Groppi’s of Cairo, ‘the like of which had not been seen in
England for a year or two’.

Law’s experience led him to the light cruiser Delhi where he was in charge
of trials of an American anti-aircraft gunnery system which the US Navy
wanted to be tested under action conditions.  The war caught up with the
Americans before the trials were complete, but Law’s lavish praise of their
superior system caused him to be reproved by British development
authorities.

A tour as gunnery officer of the cruiser Nigeria completed Law’s war
service.  After his promotion to commander in 1946, his first command
was the frigate Modeste, the gunnery training ship, followed by an
Admiralty tour and appointment to the Far East as Fleet Gunnery Officer.
This coincided with the first eighteen months of the Korean War, during
which Law was heavily involved ashore in arranging the operational
methods for naval gunfire support of the South Korean army. He was
appointed OBE for this.

In 1951 he was appointed in command of the destroyer Duchess and after
promotion to captain, the light fleet carrier Centaur, in 1958.  This was
succeeded in 1960 by that unmistakable stepping stone to flag rank,
captaincy of the naval college at Dartmouth.

In 1961, as a rear-admiral, Law was appointed Flag Officer Sea Training at
Portland, bringing an austere professionalism to this important task with
its responsibility towards each ship’s fighting efficiency.  His ship handling
skills were held in awe by many a young officer of the watch on those
occasions when he took the control himself to demonstrate how things
should be done.

Although normally awarded to sub-mariners, the post of Flag Officer
Submarines followed in 1963. Here, Law’s encouragement in the
submarine community of modern information handling techniques, with
which he was familiar in surface ships, demonstrated the benefits of his
appointment.  He was appointed CB in 1963.

From 1965 to 1970 he managed the Navy’s equipment programme as
Controller of the Navy.  On his arrival there were the ambitious plans for
the new aircraft carrier, triggering the ‘carrier battle’ that resulted in the
phasing out of the Navy’s fixed wing aviation to the dismay of those
concerned about the future of the fleet.  It prompted the resignations of
the First Sea Lord, Sir David Luce, and the Navy Minister, Sir Christopher
Mayhew. Law believed that the deplorable performance of British
shipbuilding and budgetary realism should have indicated earlier that the
navy was ‘crying for the moon’. He was appointed KCB in 1967.

He retired from the Navy after a final tour as C-in-C Naval Home
Command and was advanced to GCB in 1972.  A busy second career
included chairmanship of marine engineers R&W Hawthorne Leslie & Co,
membership of the Security Commission and presidency of the Officers’
Christian Union and the Church Army.  From 1970 to 1972 he was First
and Principal Naval ADC to the Queen.  He was awarded the Grand
Cross of the Order of the Crown (Netherland) in 1972.  He was Chairman
of the Governors of Sherborne School, 1973-78.

His wife died in 1996, and he is survived by their two sons and two
daughters.

Admiral Sir Horace Law, GCB, OBE, DSC, Controller of the Navy,
1965-70, was born on 23rd June, 1911.  He died on 30th January, 2005,
aged 93.

Small Ads

LIVING THE DREAM

Charles York-Miller (f 81-86) helps run a
real estate business in Jarnac, the home of
Courvoisier in the heart of Cognac country
(the sunniest region in France after the Côte
d’Azur). 

If any Old Shirburnians are considering
either a permanent move to the Charente or
buying a holiday home here, please contact
Charles to find out how he can help with the
entire process.  Accommodation etc. can be
arranged for house-hunting trips.

E. charles@charente-immobilier.com
W. www.charente-immobilier.com

SIEGFRIED BASSOONS

Jonathan Kershaw (b 87-92) is in the
process of forming a professional bassoon
quartet – the Siegfried Bassoons – composed
of graduates from The Royal Northern
College of Music (RNCM) in Manchester,
including himself. He is looking for
sponsorship/financial backing, and ideally
help from anyone with experience in
marketing and promotion to launch the
group. 

E. jonathankershaw@hotmail.com

ADVENTUROUS APPETITES LTD

Jock Fraser (c 89-94) has started a
tourist service in Madrid taking people
off the tourist track to experience
the authentic ‘Madrileño’ ambience.
Adventurous Appetites will take you to
sample traditional Spanish cuisine in some
of the hidden corners of central Madrid,
helping with language difficulties, advising
on local specialities and imparting
interesting local facts about the tradition,
history and myths of Madrid. 

T. (0034) 639 331 073 
E. tours@adventurousappetites.com
W. www.adventurousappetites.com

QUALITY PRINTING & ENGRAVING

Tim Honnor (h 53-58) runs the Piccolo
Press in Nairn, the only printers of engraved
stationery left in Scotland.  He specialises in
personal stationery, wedding stationery and
invitations of all kinds as well as business
printing.  Special rates for OS!

T. 01667 454508 
F. 01667 454509
E. print@piccolopress.co.uk
W. www.piccolopress.co.uk

The Times ©
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1940s

R W Stoughton-Harris (b 39-43), J S
Sandys-Renton (b 39-44) and C S
Clarke (b 39-44)
Met up again at the 60th Anniversary of
VE Day held at the School in May.  All
three shared a study in the 1940s.

P G L Vipan (h 36-40)
Is still playing eighteen holes of golf and
invites anyone who would enjoy a game
in the Peak District to please ‘get in
touch!’

1950s

A R C Lane (a 53-57)
As from 15th July 2005 has been elected
Master of the Mercers Company for one
year. He follows in the footsteps of
other OS – R B Bridges (f 44-49) and
J A Watney (c 57-62). His father,
C R T Lane (a 21-26), was also Master
in 1974-5.

M R W Maybury (d 48-51)
Is a member of Solent Vegetarians and
Vegans, and also helps with the
organization of National Vegetarian
Week.  

T Orlando-Reep  (b 47-51)
Took up cycling at sixty-three and rode
across Canada and Australia and twice
across Europe.  He is currently the New
Zealand champion road race and time
trialist in his age group.  He also took
part in the Lake Taupo Open Race
(200 miles) finishing 24th from a field
of forty-nine, and was the oldest
competitor. He is looking forward to
competing in the 75+ age group.

S P Tindall (g 51-56)
Owns a stud and is
one of the leading
racehorse and point-
to-point owners in
the UK. He was
hailed by the press as
a ‘have-a-go-hero’

having bravely tackled a burglar, who
was caught in the act of robbing his
house in South Africa.

T J R Weakley (a 46-51)
Following a career as a lecturer in
Chemistry at Dundee University and
a year’s sabbatical at the University
of Oregon, where he stayed on 
as a chemistry departmental
crystallographer, he has now retired and
lives in Dundee.

W T Woolrych (f 49-52)
Now lives in Spain, six miles from the
‘almost entirely Spanish resort of Torre
del Mar’. In addition to writing a
monthly column for the UK published
magazine, A Place in the Sun’s
‘Everything Spain’, he also owns
and manages a fully-equipped two-
bedroomed house, which is available for
self-catering rental. For any enquiries,
please email: hamfarm@hotmail.com

1960s

G R Barlow (h 57-62)
For the last two years, he has been
sailing around the world.  He contacted
family and friends to reassure them that
he and his wife were safe, having
survived the Boxing Day Tsunami when
anchored in twelve metres of water in
Nai Harn Bay, south-west of Phuket. He
described the devastation as ‘the most
incredible demonstration of the true
power of the sea . . . ’  

R B Bovey (f 61-66)
Has worked for ten years for the
International Committee of the Red
Cross in Geneva. The ICRC works in
areas affected by conflict and he has
found himself in many difficult places
including: Afghanistan, Kosovo, Sierra
Leone, Darfur, and most recently in
Aceh, Indonesia.  ‘Great work, but hard
as hell!  A good way to move towards
the end of one’s rather more active
working years!’

R M Cartmel (a 65-69)
Is still working as a GP in East
Anglia. Was elected a member of
the Cambridgeshire Local Medical
Committee and remains ‘locked in
mortal combat trying to protect the
NHS from a deaf Government that calls
itself ‘democratic!’

T P P Clifford (d 59-64)
After twenty-one years
at the helm, Sir Timothy
Clifford retires in January
2006 as Director of the
National Galleries of
Scotland.

C H Collingwood
(h 57-60)
Stars of the radio
show The Archers,
Charles, and his wife
Judy, took part, for a
second time, in a
December edition of BBC2’s Ready
Steady Cook. As on the first occasion,
Charles was in direct competition with
Judy, but failed to avenge his previous
defeat.

D K Geddes (d 55-60)
Is now retired and lives with his family
in Spain .  Having completed the
renovations on an old finca on the Costa
Blanca, he now spends his time writing
(see Publications), painting, looking after
the garden and playing a bit of tennis
and golf.

J Z Kennedy (c 57-62)
Has been appointed RC Dean of
Islington. His previous appointment was
RC Parish Priest of the Church of The
Blessed Sacrament, Copenhagen Street,
King’s Cross.

A M Martin (d 58-62)
Has been living in South Africa since
1971.  Has represented South Africa, at
squash, at various age levels, over the
last ten years.  He reached the semi-
finals of the British Open in his age-
group in Manchester in October 2005.

D R Mauleverer (g 58-62)
In 2005, was elected Alderman for the
ward of Walbrook in the City of
London, which includes the Mansion
House and the Bank of England.  He was
Sheriff of the City in 2001-2

H K W Middleton (c 57-62)
‘Still bursaring happily at Dauntsey’s,
living in Salisbury and heading towards
retirement, and I hope much more
sailing, in 2007.’

J N W May (h 62-67)
Has retired from full-time work in the
oil industry and is now a part-time non-
executive board member for the
Meteorological Office, Land Command
(Army), and is a member of the MOD
Audit Committee.  He also works with
the Wildfowl and Wetlands Trust at the
London Wetland Centre in Barnes.

M B Mosse (a 63-68)
Has received a PhD in Theology from
the University of Wales for his thesis
entitled ‘The Three Gospels: The
Synoptic Problem in the Light of Ancient
History’.

R W Myers (b 58-62)
After thirty-eight years in the machinery
agency business he is now ‘slowing up’.
As well as helping his wife run their B&B
business, he also assists a local wine
company in their coverage of Cornwall.
He still sails, and races a local class boat
(St Mawes One Design), rows in the
Flushing Pilot Gig and sings with the
Nankersey Male Voice Choir.

O l d  S h i r b u r n i a n
N e w s
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M E Slade (c 60-65)
His company, Helical Bar,
plans to ‘kick-start’ a fresh
development drive in London,
investing in shops, housing

and student accommodation.  He regularly
takes part in the London Marathon for
charity and is a keen sailor – he designed
Leopard, his championship-winning yacht.
He also owns several racehorses.

P D R Venning (f 60-65)
Is Secretary of SPAB (Society for the
Protection of Ancient Buildings).

Was appointed to the Heritage Lottery
Fund’s expert panel in 2005.  He also
represented the ‘Professionals’ in an
episode of BBC2’s University Challenge.

D C Watney (c 59-64)
In addition to being President
of the Pilgrims, he is
President of the Leatherhead
Cricket and Hockey Clubs,
and Secretary of the Mole
Valley Sports Club. 

1970s

J E Beazley (f 72-77)
Has been appointed Controller of
Entertainment Commissioning for the
BBC.  He previously played a key rôle in
the senior team for entertainment being
responsible for commissioning shows such
as Friday Night with Jonathan Ross, Comic
Relief Does Fame Academy, BAFTA Film
Awards and Test the Nation.

A S Greig (d 70-73)
After a year spent in Rwanda working for
the UNICTR (War Crimes Tribunal) he has
returned to New Zealand and is now
practising as a barrister in Christchurch.

R N S Leece (b 73-77)
Has left St Bartholomew’s, Stamford Hill,
having been appointed Rector of Mayfair
(St George’s, Hanover Square). The church
is where the (fictional) wedding in My Fair
Lady took place. 

M R Markiewicz (a 69-74)
Continues to run a recruitment company
based in Sydney and Melbourne called
‘Carmichael Fisher’.  He is often in England
visiting his daughter and looking for
candidates for jobs ‘down under’.

T D Tozer 
(a 72-77)
Took over as Chief
Executive Officer
a t  M i t s u b i s h i
Motors, Europe in
September 2005.

1980s

N M A Boulton (h 82-87)
Co-stars with Stephanie Cole and George
Baker in Christopher Morahan’s
production of Sheridan’s The Rivals.  Was
praised in The Times for his performance –
‘an excellent Jack Absolute; sly yet attractive,
sharp yet relaxed and despite his military
uniform, rather as one imagines the young
Sheridan’.

R F Bramble (h 81-86)
Continues his work in
ceramics and has had
several commissions,
one of which was to
create a design to
celebrate the 125th
anniversary of the Jersey Royal new potato.
He is always looking for enthusiastic
students to work on his Borough Market
stand by London Bridge on Saturdays.  If
any young OS, ‘preferably with a passion
for food’ would like to help, please get
in touch with the OS Office.
www.richardbramble.com

P G Bowen (f 76-81)
Is married with a young son and lives in
South London working as a freelance
translator, specialising in Scandinavian
languages.

T M Bradby 
(b 80-85)
H a s  b e e n
appointed political
editor of ITN.   His
fifth novel, The
God of Chaos, was
shortlisted for the
CWA Ellis Peters
Dagger Award
2005 for historical
novel of the year

N A C Bradshaw
(c 79-84)
Left London and
the City in
February to take a

year off to travel around New Zealand and
Australia with his wife (Leslie) and their
three year old son (Caelin).  Initially based in
Byron Bay, he plans to move to Sun Valley,
Idaho, at the end of the year.  ‘No plans to
work in finance again!’

P A E Brown (f 79-82)
Successfully completed the Joint Service
Advance Command and Staff Course and,
as from April 2006, will Command the Type
42 Destroyer HMS Exeter.  

J L Burn (h 82-87)
Lives in Leeds and teaches yoga for a living.

S A Church (m 83-88)
Racing with the Kandahar Ski Club, he
regularly takes part in Inferno (the oldest
and longest downhill skiing race).  If any OS
are interested, he would be more than
happy to make the necessary introductions.
Currently a committee member of the
Lansdowne Club (he is always looking for a
squash partner), he again would be happy to
make the necessary introductions on behalf
of any OS who may wish to join the club.

A S Cutler (a 78-82)
Had the pleasure of sailing both an
America’s Cup yacht and a Whitbread 60
this season.  He is a school governor, and
coaches mini-rugby and cricket.  He is now
on the management board of the
Eurofighter Typhoon Project Team at the
Defence Procurement Agency.

P B Davies (a 83-88)
From 1992 to 2000 worked for Siemens
Plessey Systems in air traffic management
systems. Has had various engineering rôles
and has been involved with technical and
operational negotiations with civil aviation
authorities around the world.  For the last
five years he has worked for National Air
Traffic services and is currently the
Engineering Manager for UK Airspace
Development projects. He has also obtained
his private pilot’s licence.

N L Maddams (c 83-88)
Has completed a full-time MBA at the
Australian Graduate School of Management
having spent his final semester as an
exchange student at The Fuqua School of
Business, Duke University, USA.  He is now
living in Sydney.

A J L Morton (a 82-87)
Made his debut in Pinocchio
a t  t h e  R o y a l  O p e r a
House in December. His
bespoke concert service at
www.wanderingminstrel.co.uk
is growing in reputation. He
also appeared in the Opera
Circus world première of
Demolition by Nigel Osborne at
the Powell Hall in October
2005.

AGM and ACCOUNTS

The minutes of the OSS Annual General
Meeting held on 2nd July 2005 are
available on the OSS website.  If you do
not have access to the website and
require a copy of either the AGM minutes
or the audited accounts for the OS
General Fund or the OS Charitable Trust
for the year ending 31st July 2004, please
contact the OS Office who will happily
forward you a copy. 
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S E Myers (b 82-87)
Has started his own branding business
in London called Figtree Ltd and after
eighteen months, is employing thirteen
people and has been awarded some
major accounts.  He is married, has a
son and lives in London.

J B M Purefoy (d 77-80)
Played the part of Caesar’s general
and political ally, Mark Antony, in the
highly acclaimed BBC drama series,
Rome.

H R B Williams
(Bonneville) (d 77-81)
Has performed in
Asylum, Man to Man,
Underclass and in the
BBC2 series, The
Robinsons.  He has now
taken up temporary
residence in Los

Angeles, to take part in a Touchstone
TV sitcom for CBS. 

A R G Wilson (h 75-80)
Is managing director of the Social Care
Business of Nestor PLC, which
encompasses six companies, delivering
over 350,000 hours of care a week to
people in homes through Social Services
or private clients.   

1990s

C A Carlier (d 88-93)
Has been appointed, as from September
2005, Housemaster of Hillside at
Bradfield College.

C S Cook (a 93-98)
Having completed a two-year graduate
scheme in the UK, he is now in New
Zealand on a two-year posting with the
Danish shipping line Maersk Sealand.
He has been in training to run the
Auckland marathon in October 2005 for
the NZ Heart Foundation.

C J Courth (h 94-99)
Made a documentary on Shamanism in
the UK which is now with BBC3.  He
lives in the Dominican Republic,
working as project administrator and
head of maintenance for the UK/US
Charity, COPA. www.copa.org.uk

N S Croft (d 86-91) 
Currently posted to the US Staff
College, Kansas, USA. His regiment has,
in the last eight years, had six OS join
the Officers Mess., including his brother
C Croft (d 87-92). Last year he served
in Iraq as the UK Brigade Operations’
Officer.  The photograph, taken in Iraq,
shows him with other OS who were
also serving there at the time: A M
Kendrick (g 86-91), Neal Croft, B M
Wilde (a 89-94), A J Wills (b 87-92),
and Alice Bromage, St Antony’s
Leweston.

H D L Davies (m 86-91)
Has returned to professional trumpet
playing in West End shows such as: Les
Misérables, Anything Goes, My Fair Lady,
Chicago and  Ragtime. He has recently
been with a tour of Chicago, which
included a performance in the Peoples’
Hall of The Republic, Beijing. Also
played lead trumpet on a five-week tour
in Japan with Chicago.

T C de C Clay (c 87-92)
After a busy year, including helping with
the post-tsunami disaster relief effort in
Sri Lanka in January and taking part in
the Trafalgar 200 commemorations in
Cadiz in October, he now leaves HMS
Chatham, as Flight Commander, to
attend the Initial Staff Course at
Shrivenham.  He also featured in the
BBC1 documentary Shipmates, filmed on
board HMS Chatham.

J S Fawkner (e 87-92)
Visited the School in the Lent Term and
gave a lecture on computer graphics.
Having been involved in many
productions for film and television, he
showed examples of his work from Troy,
Thunderbirds and Harry Potter & the
Prisoner of Azkaban.

B H R Preston (f 90-94)
After a short service commission in the
9th/12th Royal Lancers, retired in 2003
and then trained for a commercial pilot’s
licence. He is now a First Officer for
European Business Jets on the Cessna
Citation Jet.  Their aircraft are part of a
client fractional ownership scheme
whereby they have the use of their
‘own’ executive jet to travel anywhere
around Europe for a fraction of the cost. 

D C Harper (e 86-91) and J A Harper
(e 88-93)
As business partners, they are running a
clothing label called Spunky and have
recently opened a shop in Carnaby
Street.  www.spunky.co.uk

W P Hargrove (h 89-94)
Took part in the Etape 2005 cycle race,
together with two other OS, A V Lowe
(g 89-94) and M H D Greenwood
(d 86-91), to help raise funds
for Whittington Hospital’s Neo-Natal
Intensive Care Unit.   www.etape.org.uk 

S N A Long (a 94-99)
After graduating from Bath University,
has started a career in banking with
HSBC as an international manager.  His
first posting is to Calgary, Canada as a
commercial financial services account
manager. 

C A J Martin (m 90-95)
His band, Coldplay, won Best Song for
Speed Of Sound and Best UK & Ireland
Act in the MTV Europe Music Awards,
which was held in Lisbon in November.
Their latest album X&Y, achieved the
biggest Week 1 digital sales ever for an
album in the UK and in the US.

W J Shaw (f 88-93)
Has been made a partner of Donaldsons
Chartered Surveyors, based in their
London office, specialising in retail and
shopping centre valuation work.  
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OS Merchandise
These items may be purchased from:

The Old Shirburnian Office
Sherborne School, Sherborne, Dorset DT9 3AP

Tel: 01935 810557/8  • Fax: 01935 810551
Email: oss@sherborne.org 

Prices are correct at time of going to press

Each               P and P

Umbrellas £20.00 £3.50

Mugs £4.00 £1.00

OS Socks (town and country) £8.00 40p

The Sherborne Register £18.00 £2.50
(seventh edition, 1925-2000)

The following are available in 
silk and in both town and country colours:

Bow Ties £17.50 40p

Cravats £38.50 40p

Cummerbunds (made to order) £70.00 £1.00

Waistcoats (made to order) £112.50 £1.00

OS Ties etc

The following may be purchased from:

Sherborne School Trading Ltd., The School Shop
Sherborne School, Sherborne, Dorset DT9 3AP

Tel: 01935 810506  • Fax: 01935 810419

Each               P and P
OS Ties
Town – Silk £20.00 40p
Country – Silk £20.00 40p
Town – Poly £8.00 40p

School Crests
Painted on Oak Shield Approx 6” x 7” £29.50 £2.50

Pilgrims
Cricket Sweaters (pure wool) £62.50 £3.50
Cricket Slipover (pure wood) £55.00 £3.50
Rugby Shirts £30.00 £3.50
Rugby Socks £6.25 40p
Tie £8.00 40p

OS
Cricket Sweaters (pure wool) £62.50 £3.50
Cricket Slipover (pure wool) £55.00 £3.50

Cuff Links (School Crest) pair
Silver Gilt £59.99 £2.50
Nickel Gilt £49.99 £2.50
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Honours
P A TYLER (a 55-60) – Has been created Baron Tyler of
Linkinhorne in the County of Cornwall

Col P R L LANE (a 70-75) – American Bronze Star
Medal

Commissions
Sandhurst
R A HOEY (h 94-99) – Royal Engineers.  Winner of the
Sword of Honour 2005

N W STONE (a 93-98) – Green Howards

Promotions
T C ALLEN (c 74-78) – Colonel, King’s Royal Hussars

C P BECKLEY (f 76-81) – Wing Commander, Royal Air
Force

P A E BROWN (f 79-82) – Commander, Royal Navy

N O FITZGERALD, MBE, RA (a 77-81) – Commanding
Officer of 32 Regiment RA

S N KILMARTIN (c 83-88) – Major, Royal Marines 

M G LACEY (a 74-78) – Colonel, Royal Regiment of
Artillery

J I S STEVENSON (d 75-80) – Colonel, Headquarters,
Land Command

2000s

T E Baynton (f 97-02)
In his penultimate year at Guildhall School of Music &
Drama, he achieved distinctions for teaching and
composing for films.  He also gained a distinction for his
dissertation ‘Uses of Classical Music in Modern Cinema’,
a copy of which will be held in the Guildhall Library.

J A Carroll (c 98- 00)
Has entered RMA Sandhurst after graduating from
Newcastle University.

A E Low (c 95-00)
As part of his fourth year studying medicine at
Birmingham, he went to Vanuatu (formerly the New
Hebrides), in the Pacific Ocean on a four-week tropical
medicine placement and also worked on a public health
research project, ‘Skin Cancer Awareness in British
Travellers’.

C Q R Pushman (c 97-02)
Took part in the Barbados Marathon to raise £1,700 for
GetKidsGoing, a charity which helps to get disabled
children into sport. If you would like to contribute, 
please email: charliepushman@hotmail.com 

EMAIL ADDRESSES
We currently hold around 2000 OS email addresses
on the database as opposed to 6500 postal addresses.
We would greatly appreciate it if you would send us
your current email address to: oss@sherborne.org
so that we can add it to your record. Regardless of
where you are geographically, email remains the best
way of keeping in touch with you.



OSS Committee
2005 – 2006

THE PRESIDENT
Richard Morgan, MA

TRUSTEES
Charles Eglington,   Richard Green,   John Hargrove

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

FINANCE AND BURSARY SUB-COMMITTEE
Angus Cater (Chairman), Mike Rearden (Hon. Treasurer)

John Hargrove (Trustees’ Representative), Simon Eliot (Headmaster)
Mike Weston (Staff Representative), David Masters (Co-opted)

John Harden (Secretary)

YEAR GROUP REPRESENTATIVES (MAIN COMMITTEE)
Staff Mike Weston

1937 – 1947     Sam Smart (a 41-45)
1958 Richard Warren (g 54-58)
1962 Mike Rearden (b 58-62)
1964 Richard Anderton (a 60-64)
1966 Charles Ouin (d 61-66)
1970 Angus Cater (c 65-70)
1980 Patrick Macintosh (h 75-80)
1981 Stephen Rees-Williams (h 76-81)
1983                   Ben Jeapes (h 78-83)
1988           Alasdair Vaux (g 83-88)
1992          Will Wingfield Digby (d 87-92)
1994 Will Hargrove (h 89-94)
1997 Balthazar Fabricius (e 92-97)
1999         Jonathan Morris (e 94-99)
2000 James Meeke (b 95-00) 
2001 Jimmy McKillop (m 96-01)

Tom Williams (f 96-01)
2002          David Hoey (h&d 97-02)
2003          Tom Fox-Davies (c 98-03)
2004          Edward Selfe (c 99-04)
2005          Tom Fineman (b 00-05)

David Kirk (a 00-05)

If you need advice and your Year Group is unrepresented, please contact the
Secretary, John Harden, who will be pleased to discuss any ideas and offer
support.

T. 01935 810557/810558   F. 01935 810551   E. oss@sherborne.org

www.oldshirburnian.org .uk

President
Richard Morgan

Chairman 
Hugh Archer

Secretary
John Harden

Hon. Treasurer
Mike Rearden

Headmaster
Simon Eliot

Staff Representative
Mike Weston

Careers Representative
Charles Ouin

Pilgrims Representative
Richard Gould

OSGS Representative
Patrick Macintosh

OSSS Representative
Richard Anderton

Sherborne House
Representative
James Nurton

Chairman of Finance &
Bursary sub-Committee

Angus Cater

Category A
Representative

Stephen Rees-Williams

Category B
Representative 
Alasdair Vaux

Category C
Representative

Balthazar Fabricius

Category C
Representative

Jonathan Morris

Pilgrims
These are the people to contact in the first
instance regarding the individual Pilgrims
sports. Some sports have match managers for
individual games or events, but overall
responsibility rests with the following:

Cricket:
Charlie Warren 
Tel: 01258 450649 (H)
Mobile: 07989 742908
Email: chazwaz@hotmail.com

Cross Country:
Angus Cater 
Tel: 01403 701888 (H)
Tel: 01306 746300 (O)
Mobile: 07786 383755
Email: angus.cater@sfs-group.co.uk

Fives:
Nick MacIver 
Tel: 020 8673 9451 (H)
Tel: 020 7556 4457 (O)
Mobile: 07786 260108
Email: nickmaciver@yahoo.co.uk

Hockey:
Jimmy Cheung 
Mobile: 07980 862284
Email: jimmy@cheung100.freeserve.co.uk

Rugby:
Will Hargrove 
Tel: 020 8881 1352 (H) 
Tel: 020 7265 2418 (O)
Mobile: 07775 590477
Email: will.hargrove@corbar.co.uk

Soccer:
Don Cameron  
Tel: 01935 813678 (H)
Email: dbc@sherborne.org

Squash:
Jonathan Powe  
Tel: 01772 712445 (H)
Email: boojj@powe017.freeserve.co.uk

Tennis:
Tim MacIver 
Tel: 020 8673 9451 (H) 
Tel: 020 7517 1018 (O)
Mobile: 07880 555791
Email: tim.maciver@intelliq.com 

Golf:
Howard Gill 
Tel: 020 8946 8588 (H) 
Tel: 020 7863 8494 (O)
Mobile: 07788 628678
Email: hfgill@forsters.co.uk

Sailing:
Nick Ware 
Tel: 020 8940 6659 (H) 
Tel: 020 7493 7856 (O)
Mobile: 07769 643359
Email: nick.ware@chindit.co.uk
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